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Same Old Crop

Rocky Puts Tuition Pressure on CUNY
Education, will suggest a uniform
tuition for students in the City
"There is a wolf at the door," University System. They have
stated Arthur Marcus at a recent offered the alternative of financial
meeting of students against the aid for all low income students
budget cuts which was prompted which would cover all tuition fees,
by the disclosure that Governor but President Bassin believes this
Rockefeller
and his special is only "the carrot that is being
commission on Higher Education held out'to effect the dropping of
will once again try to impose a free tuition. An examination of
tuition fee on students in the City what has happened in other parts
University. Although the State is of the country where free tuition
offering a financial aid program has been dropped indicates that
for lower income students which it while funds are initially provided,
feels will virtually eliminate tuition the trend is to raise the tuition year
costs for students from this income by year as costs go up and not to
bracket, the attempt to eliminate raise the assistance."
the 126-year old system of free
If the Commission's decision is
tuition has aroused President approved by the state legislature
Milton Bassin, and many members and the governor, tuition could be
of the administration and faculty dropped as early as this semester.
of York to opposition. Mr. Arthur There would be a temporary
Marcus, Executive Assistant to continuation of direct state
the President, along with the support of public and private inPolitical Science students and the stitutions. Some amount of dissent
Student Senate are beginning to is expected, from some Comonce again mobilize and organize mission members. If the comfor the fight. They must (as they mission's decision becomes a
did last year) involve the entire reality is stated that they will
student population and many of allow the City University to remain
the faculty members of York in the an autonomous institution, but in
fight
•„
recognition of the 40 per cent of
A 16 member State Commission financial support provided by the
of Higher Education appointed by state, it is possible that the
Governor Rockefeller and headed governor will be t»iven the
by Francis M. Deppel, former Vice authority to name some of the 22
Chairman of the Board of Higher members of the Board of
by Adele Zylber

Education. At present, all the
board members are selected by the
Mayor.
The meeting held on Tuesday,
February 27 at 12:00 was met to
conceive ideas for the organization
of an opposition force of the entire
college community. "We are trying
right now," stated Mr. Marcus,
"to hold a forum with local
representatives." Mr. Marcus
plans to have students, parents,
neighbors, faculty, and administration voice their opposition
through letters and petitions. He
indicated that the fight would be
more difficult this year because the
governor has gained more support
for his cause. The Chancellor of
the State University and the Board
of Regents who were formerly
neutral to the idea of tuition in the
City University have now openly
endorsed the Governor's plan.
It was also suggested that each
student, faculty member, and
administrative member of the
school should be separated
legislative districts. In this way,
they can take their message in
strength to their representatives.
"As a last resort," stated Mr.
Marcus, "we may ultimately send
busloads of students, parents etc.
up to Albany."
Mr. Marcus cited the political
science club as an "ideal nucleus

When Johnny domes Marching Home

David Lipschutz of The Division for Student Development.
by Jack Katzanek
York College will be greatly
expanding its Veteran Education
and Assistance program in the
near future. These programs are
expected to aid thousands of
returning Veterans of the armed
services and be of great assistance
for the general Jamaica Community at large.
Mr. David Lipschutz of the
counseling department, who has
served York as one of its Draft
Counselors (along with Mr.
William Corwin) is the individual
in charge of the Veteran
Programs. Mr. Lipschutz is trying
to set up a regular Veterans Affair
Counseling Service at the school.
He is qualified to head this

department because, besides being
thoroughly familiar with the draft
and veteran's rights, he has met
many veterans as a preregistration counselor.
The amount of veterans now
enrolled has increased at a
tremendous rate over the past
several months. Since September
alone, the number has nearly
tripled. For the Spring 1973
semester, there are 210 veterans
attending the school, as compared
to 77 for the previous term. And
with the signing of the peace treaty
ending the Vietnam War in
January and the subsequent
phasing out of the military draft,
these numbers of servicemen being
discharged from the Army will
continue to increase radically.

P h o t o by Fred M u n o z

These factors are among several
others that point to the necessity of
helping the veterans. Mr. Lipschutz sees the program as extremely important. "It's the sad
truth," said Mr. Lipschutz, "that
many men are discharged from the
service either grossly misinformed
about their rights and what they
are legally entitled to, or are
almost totally in the dark. For
example, it may come as a surprise
to some veterans that they can
earn their High School Diplomas
or the equivalency through the
Veterans Administration.
"Also a veteran is entitled to a
certain amount of college
education under the laws. Not only
is he entitled to a certain period of

of this effort." The political
science club is now trying to enlist
students into the fight. Students
who wish to help can contact the
Student Caucus in Room 125, and
leave their names.
Many members of the faculty
and administration are against the
governors plan. President Bassin
stated, "I feel this has to be
fought. I am opposed to the imposition of tuition at the City
University. It should be pointed
out that the amount of moneys
involved in doing away with free
tuition is inconsequential as
concerned with the total budget of
the City University. The cry that
costs are escalating is a fraudulent
one. I believe that the governor is
very much concerned with the
survival of the private college
system and he feels that one of the
ways to assist the private institutions.."
The president also voiced the
opinion that the end of free tuition
is not an eventuality, as some
people feel, and the students lack
of apathy is a key factor in this
fight. "Don't believe the students
are apathetic when it comes to the
question of free tuition. It is a
question of equity, of need, and of
what it has meant positively to the
City University of New York. I
don't feel the end of free tuition is

an eventuality at all, as long as
there are individuals who feel
strongly about the need to
maintain a free university."
Dean Lewis J. Bodi is also
opposed to the elimination of free
tuition, but he has more
pessimistic points of view of the
situation. He states, "the question
is raised with increasing frequency
each budget session of the
legislature and personally I find it
difficult to avoid the conclusion
which seems inescapable. That is,
that the politics of the funding and
the compromises between the
urban and rural legislatures will
result in a tuition structure."
Many members of the faculty of
York, have expressed opposition to
the plan for tuition. Mr. Dickson
of the Mathematics Department
said, "I am against the imposition
of tuition. I think it is one of the
important things about theCity
University that we don't have
• tuition. I think all public institutions should be that way." Ms
Lewis of the Sociology Department, is "most opposed to tuition
and I would think that many of the
faculty would feel that way. "On
the other hand there are some
faculty members who do not wish
to involve themselves in the tuition
fight. It sounds like a familiar
story.

time in which he can attend
college, but he is also entitled to a
certain amount of free tutorial
services. This is besides the
regular, free tutorial services
available through each individual
department.
Besides helping the veterans in
normal academic affairs, Mr.
Lipschutz plans on giving a wide
variety of counseling help. He
explains that a person who has
delayed his higher education for a
period of time to serve in the
armed services often has problems
that differ from those of nonveteran students. There may be
social, emotional and personal
problems that arise from making
the switch from a military life-style
to that of a civilian. Also, most of
the returning veterans are either
holding jobs or seeking employment, so the counseling
department will give them extra
assistance in that facet.
Mr. Lipschutz explained the
generalized differences between
regular student and the veteran.
"First of all, he is older. Having
served two or three years in the
Army, he may enter the school as

old as 22 or 23. As a result, he may
be married and supporting a
family." Also, the different experiences of the Army may have
left him with political philosophy
very differnt from that of the
general student body. Mr. Lipschutz described them as more
apolitical in general.
In academic matters as well, the
veterans have a differnt outlook.
He is generally much more
motivated in his studies. He knows
exactly what he wants out of a
college education and is a nononsense student."
The program will be initiated
during this semester in a CUNYwide effort. Here at York, the
effort will be linked with the
"Operation Outreach" program,
that works with the Jamaica area.
The importance of this program is
stressed since there are thousands
who may be eligible. In the near
future, letters will be going out to
veterans who are potential
students.
Questions may be answered by
Mr. Lipschutz in Room 321 of the
Main Building. Phone number
969-4077.
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Letters To The Editor
To the Editor:
I have been a freshman at York
College for exactly three weeks. To
keep from falling asleep, I've
started an organization, or club, or
whatever you want to call it. I
prefer to call it "The Jewish
Students Workshop". I started it
because I grew tired of listening to
people playing politics and
demanding, everything from
college administrators. I realize we
must fight for what we want in life,
but -I ^believe that before we
demand, or at least while we are
demanding, we should make use of
what we have. I feel it is time
students started doing instead of
just talking.
The Workshop consists of
weekly meetings from 12:00 to
3:00 P.M. in room 104m. Each
meeting will be a different
workshop. The first is an informal
song session. Other Workshops
will be:
1. Challah baking
2. Making kipot
3. Arts & Crafts (in different
means of expression)
4. Making Tallism
5. Drama workshops
6. -Making creative gifts
7. Photography
8. Discussions
9. Maybe bringing in some
interesting speakers
10. Any creative project
someone in the group wants to
lead.
The purpose for the workshop is.
to add a bisle culture and try to
create an atmosphere which just
doesn't exist at York College.
After my remarks on doing
instead of talking, you might think
that what I'm doing isn't important or relevant. Relevancy
isn't just the grim realities of New
York City: Rape: Sexism:
Pollution: ....etc. They find their
way into our lives well enough.
What must be emphasized are the
beautiful things.
"Ah. but in such a time of
ugliness, the true protest is
beauty."
Phil Ochs

I'm trying to be a promoter of
good, positive things. So come and
create. Be a positive influence in a
world weighted down (and sinking)
with negativity.
Jewish Student Workshop
Thursdays 12:00-3:00.
Room 104M
Laurie Newstadt
To the Editor:
I would like to dispel a long
standing yet correct assumption by
the administration in reference to
student concern over the nonrehiring of certain members of the
faculty. That is, that students will
mobilize their efforts in sympathy
and in defense of those teachers
not rehired and assumed virtuous,
but remain relatively inactive in
terns of those faculty members
whose value has come to be
doubted. Let me now set a
precedent and speak toward this
issue.
There exists in York College, a
member of the faculty who now
teaches political sociology and
"claims" it to be his main area of
study. It is both the former and the
latter portions of the previous
statement that disturbs me; that
is, that he is a member of the
faculty, and that political sociology
is his field. Let me emphasize that
my concern is not with the field of
political sociology since for all
practical purposes political
sociology is also my chosen field of
study. Consequently, it should now
be clear that my objections lie with
the instructor and hardly with the
course.

An advertisement was given last week to this paper by two
members of the student government, Ed Hartman and Neal
Haynes, concerning police on campus and the use of marijuana by
students. The ad said for students to be cool and to remember that
cops are cops 24 hours of the day, even though they are taking
courses at York. The ad never appeared.
It is the feeling of the editors of this newspaper that the ad was
inflammatory, stereotypical and illegal in nature. First, York has
always planned to become a part of the community it lived in, that
is part of being an urban campus. For the first time, with the
teaching of policemen from the 103rd Precinct, York has taken
that important step. By printing ads such as that one, the students
are taking decisive steps towards eliminating any possible channel
of communication between themselves and the community as
represented by the police department. When they enter the
building, they may still be police, but they are also our fellow
students. Let us not forget that.
Second, this ad, supported by various other members of the
Student Senate, is a clear attempt to stereotype a certain group in
our society. We complain when we are classified as dirty, longhaired hippies, but do we turn and classify someone else. It is both
unfair to the people we are classifying and surprising coming from
a group that is so aware of what stereotyping can do. Maybe if they
spent less time writing ads and getting to know the cops, they
would think twice.
Third, while it is well known that drugs, especially grass, is used
on campus, by printing an ad such as this the Student Senate is
condoning drug use on campus, something which is a violation of
York and CUNY by-laws. While we would also be concerned if any
undercover police invaded our campus, we refuse to let any of the
lax excuses of the social nature of drugs on campus as offered by
the Caucus to allow us to regard this issue as serious only concerning the point of getting busted.
It is true that students should be reminded of the increased
possibility of getting busted on campus now; so here it is.-Watch
out, but if you get caught it's your head. M aybe the Student Senate
is less worried about the students than about themselves. Ever
check out a Senate meeting?

Kazin, Kretchmer & Klub Activities
Two years ago, the activities period for York-began at 12 noon
on Fridays and continued for the rest of the day. While this was the
best method since it provided ample time for those interested*.4n
club activities and half a day off for those who weren't, with an
increasing student body and the need for more class hours new
methods were sought. The next try was on Tuesdays and Thursdays between 12 and 2 P.M. This, although divided between two
days, was also adequate in allowing students enough time to
participate in a number of activities and events. Finally, and the
worst of all worlds, the activities hours were cut to only Tuesday.
The mistake of this time period was never shown better than on
Tuesday, Feb. 27.
On that day, two speakers came to York: one, Alfred Kazin, a
noted author and critic, and two, Jerome Kretchmer, the former
EPA head now running for mayor. It is not often that this college
has speakers of any fame come to lecture, so when they do it is a
big event. But when the speakers are scheduled for the same day
and the same time it makes for a difficult choice as to who to see.
While both rooms were filled to capacity many expressed their
dissatisfactions at not having been able to hear both men.
While the people who sponsored the lectures could be criticized
for not having checked in advance, it is the school itself that is the
real culprit. By having only one activities period the time when
speakers can come or events can take place is a limited one. Very
often the things will coincide and students will be forced to miss
one. Besides the social nature of this issue, there is the actual
physical fact that many people cannot be in two activities because
they cannot attend two meetings at the same time.
We believe that a double period of club activities should be
reinstated on this campus. Tuesdays and Thursdays between 12
and 2 was fine before and it would be fine again. In this way, clubs
could have meetings twice-a-week and all would be able to attend.
In this way, speakers could be engaged for either day, eliminating
the possibility of having two on the same day. This is not a college
of Poli Sci majors and English majors, but a college of students all
interested in learning. Having one activity period a week will never
aid this process.

incomprehensive diagrams
courtesy of an instructor whose
penmanship leaves much to be
desired and speaks only to his
If 1 were a novice to the field blackboard and not to his
political sociology, (and had not students, tests every three weeks
taken any courses in political (multiple choice of course, and
science or sociology) I would Seymour Martin Lipset). If this is
assume, based upon my ob- true political sociology, then the
servations of three weeks of class efforts of Max Weber and C.
time, that political sociology Wright Mills were surely in vain.
consists of no more than the study
It seems to me, that when one
of numbers, graphs symbols,- reaches a 300 level course, one

need consider the true value of
periodic multiple choice tests.
Surely it leaves one who wishes to
express in length what he/she has
learned at a serious loss. Yet the
tests are not my primary concern,
for if there were something to be
gained within these three week
periods and something to be
learned by these tests then my
arguments would be unjust and
my contention unfounded. It is my
complaint however that for

.,

someone such as I who values the
benefits of good instruction and
sees no endpoint to the learning
process, that political sociology
under the instruction of this
particular instructor is hardly
beneficial to the concerned student
and surely waste of valuable
learning time.
A Concerned and
Angry Student
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[Through The Looking Glassl

A Tedtwcwqj fo
h e sits solidly in the armchair,
carefully fingering the unlit pipe as
if looking for defects. At infrequent intervals, he stops and
lights the tobacco that fills its
brim. He is dressed plainly, a light
blue shirt, narrow tie, dark suit
and highly-polished brown shoes.
When he speaks, the words glide
out in soft, firm tones and his
answers seem already carefully
thought out. If he were a shady
used-car salesman, I'd be strck
with a lemon right now.
The name is Milton Bassin, the
fourth president of York College,
and in his approximately one-and a-half years here he has given us
more than any of the first three
ever did. Renwick Jackson was the
first to give us leadership, Dumont
Kenny gave us an image and
David Newton laid the groundwork for the Bayside to Jamaica
Transition. But it is Milton G.
Bassin who has made York College
what it is today. •
President Bassin is very concerned about this college, about
City University in general and
about students in particular.
Always emphasizing the fact that
he himself is a product of free
tuition, he states simply and
strongly his opposition to tuition,
an annual topic which has once
again forced its way into news
headlines. He sees money as
important to CUNY's future, but
does not think it helpful when it
comes to providing hope or
fostering dreams. "Tuition will
not solve the problems of the
state" he declares and one can
begin to see the battlelines
mustering in the RockefellerCUNY feud that will soon rival the
War of the Roses in time and
trouble. Although tuition will
probably not be charged for
another two years, there is a
stronger possibility than even
before that it will be bulldozed
through the legislature. City
University has long been regarded
by upstate solons as a misguided
child that needed alljkinds of help,
except financial. A' school such as
Buffalo in the State University
system receives $650 million a year
while the entire City University

SKSS

system gets $600 million. Good
evidence of where N.Y. City stands
in the state.
About three years ago, a
mandate which insured that
tuition would never be charged
was eliminated, opening the door
for the BHE to vote in a minor
increase this year in fee charges.
However, a slight increase this year
will lead to another next year and
so on, until City University will be
free no more. And will never be
free again.
A recent plan by State
University is to have presidents of
colleges evaluated by both
students and faculty, besides the
usual scrutinization by trustees. A
trustee is a vague sort of title which
tells nothing about the person or
his function, yet they are the ones
who decide whether a person is fit
to run a school or not. While
CUNY presidents are reviewed by
the BHE on fiscal and budgetary
matters, progress on their campuses and new resolutions, the
college itself has little knowledge
of or involvement in presidential
matters. Bassin says that "few
people realize t h a y h e president is
the one pushing the buttons" and
cites the many changes that have
occurred this year to prove his
point. But maybe this lack of
realization by the people is the
president's fault. A president who
disdains visiting classes and has
visited the science half of the
campus only orf invitation, will
find it difficult for students not to
think of him as a "super-clerk." I
always remember David Newton as
he would roam the Bayside halls
and cafeteria, talking to students,
asking questions. And although he
made some mistakes in his
dealings with the students, he will
be remembered as someone who
was involved. But Milton Bassin is
not David Newton. It is only at
certain instances when- Pres.
Bassin shows a faint glimmer of
being a "man of the people." An
example is the joint committee
encouraged by the President made
up of students, faculty and administration that helped to choose1
the architects. But they are

The City Desk

[by Douglas K e n n e d y |
glimmers which are too infrequent.
by Joe Fischgrund j
Again emphasizing his own
On Tuesday, February 27, the indulge himself at York further
background, Bassin talks against English Department presented its indicates his contempt for the
other figures and conclusions first in a series of lectures by audience.
about his positive feelings towards Living Writers. The guest on this
Several other remarks directed
Open Admissions. Despite the 60- occasion was Alfred Kazin, a well
70% dropout rate given for senior known and highly respected at students were similarly ofcolleges in Martin Mayer's article literary critic. Unfortunately, for fensive. One that sticks par"Higher Education for All?", me Mr. Kazin's lecture was not ticularly was the comment that the
Bassin attributes York's good only offensive itself, but it was only thing that students know how
retention rate as the result of a symptomatic of so much that is to do is grab checks from their
committed faculty and staff. When wrong with both York College and fathers. Perhaps someone should
he speaks of Open Admissions, it the system of higher education in inform Mr. Kazin that an extraordinarily , large number of
is in earnest and the early failures general.
York students work, as well as
of the program seem diminished
First, there were several of Mr. attend college. Add to all this the
by the questions he raises as to
Kazin's remarks that deserve insulting manner in which the
how to measure the program's
scrutiny. The remark about the speaker laughed off or refused to
success. He reveals that he would
writer "who used to be called answer all questions in the sobe happy if 10% of the O.A. class
LeRoi Jones" struck me as simply called question and answer period,
graduates, seeing this program as
racist. Compare this remark to the and you have an idea of the tone of
a worthy investment in opening
way in which Newark's infamous the lecture. All during the lecture
opportunities for all and giving
Anthony Imperiale refers to this rock music was penetrating
people a meaningful role in
fine black writer—he uses the very through the wall from the adjacent
society.
. same vicious circumlocution. Will cafeteria---perhaps Mr. Kazin
. When Bassin speaks of Open you, Mr. Kazin, like Anthony
Admissions, he places great Imperiale, really choke on the might consider that such elitist
emphasis on the word "options." words Imman Barakg? Next, attitudes as his are responsible for
It gives one "every chance to there was Mr. Kazin's statement the fact that far more students
succeed and that is the key that being a writer was more found the rather aimless cafeteria
element here," he points out. He difficult than "Women's Lib" (his scene more attractive than a
opposes any "narrow . com- term). Such offhand use of a term lecture about the American novel.
partmentalization" and discusses (the word is Liberation, Dr., not
But, let us not fault only Mr.
in one breath the role of the ar- "Lib'*) can only be meant to Kazin. Living Writers and dead
tisan with that of the liberal arts denigrate, to put the movement on audiences don't mix. No doubt we
man. But while always pouring out the level of stereotype and cliche. deserved better; but no doubt too
new concepts as president ("I was A critic of language surely knows Mr. Kazin deserved a better
for Open Admissions before this. And, as to the content of that audience, one that would have
anyone ever talked about it."), he remark, is it really more difficult challenged him, one that would
remains the conservative man. to be a writer than a person? have reacted to his talk, both
Calling himself a "modern Incidentally, had Mr. Kazin made substance and style. Positive or
traditionalist," he recognizes the such remarks as these at, for negative, response and reaction
need for traditional education, but example, the MLA Convention, are vital to learning. Yet last
realizes that change must come where there are more aware and Tuesday we had only the pulsating
when needed.
less awed listeners, he surely would beat of the juke box next door to
Letting out a little of his inner have been called on the spot to remind us once again that so little
self, President Bassin discusses account for such slurs. The fact of this discourse is taking place at
what he would like to do if he that this esteemed critic felt free to York College.
could start a college from scratch.
One of the things he talks about is
a systems approach whereby the Horsefeathers, Duck Soup, or A Dreams Are Made O f ?
i) What was Bette Davis'
goals of the education would be Night At The Opera, and be
clear, organized and easily prepared to have most of the profession in Marked Woman? •
j) Name one of the actors who
recognizable. It is easy to un- dialogue drowned out by people
derstand his attitude; he is a man reciting the lines. Imagine played Professor Moriarty to Basil
who is a conservative, that is, clear listening to 300 Grouchos at one Rathbone and Nigel Bruce's
as to where he is going and careful time. If that isn't a religious ex- Sherlock Holmes and Doctor
as io how to achieve his goals. It is perience, I don't know what is. Watson in that great series.
k) What was Stan Laurel's
a conservatism that York cannot The bible here is Paul D. Zimmerman's The Marx Brothers At immortal reaction to seeing an
do without.
The Movies, a book chock full of uncaged lion in The Chimp?
dialogue. Be prepared to recite
1) What was the interesting
long passages of (Groucho) feature to Spencer Tracy's gun in
Marxian philosophy.
Pat and Mike?
*****
m) Who played Babe Bennett in
c) character actors- Outside of Mr. Deeds Goes To Town, and
the big stars, one of the big areas what is the name of the actor who
,by Joe Raskin
to become expert is in this field. In caused her downfall in the eyes of
later the correct answer came in- the days when movie studios had Gary Cooper?
zip. No one even said it once. So ironclad contracts on their actors,
n) What was Edward G.
watch it when you deal with the you would see many of them in Robinson's dying words in Little
great trivia freaks.
small, but vital parts. They would Caesar?
Try other movies. Try Dark be seen so frequently that you
ANSWERS
Passage or Passage To Marseilles would know them by sight, if not
or High Sierra. Avoid some others. by name. In some cases, Huma) Murmansk, Russia
Humphrey Bogart was the greatest phrey Bogart and John Garfield to
b) Raymond Massey
of all movie actors, but boy, was he name two ("I could hardly think of
c) Ruth Gordon
in some clinkers. Some of the a day when I wasn't shooting
d) In the back of Sam's piano
lemons are The Two Mrs. Carrolls, Humphrey Bogart, and vicee) Louis Pasteur, Benito Juarez,
Sirocco, The Oklahoma
Kid versa." -Edward G. Robinson), it and Emile Zola
(James Cagney was also trapped in eventually led to stardom. In most
f) Humphrey Bogart (check out
this one) and Battle Circus (which other cases, it really didn't, the end of the movie, and you'll see
was M*A*S*H
without the although many became well- what Edward G. Robinson meant
laughs. On top of that Bogart got known later on. Try to associate about him and Bogart shooting
June Allyson in the end of the, these actors with movies they were each other, although in this case, it
movie. God.) Avoid them at all in: Alan Hale, Dane Clark, George was Cagney on one of the receiving
costs. Here are a few questions for Tobias,.Ben Johnson, Sam Levene ends)
you to try:
and last, but not least, Richard
g) Dane Clark, Alan Hale, John
a) What was the destination of Loo, graduate of U.C.L.A.
Garfield, and believe it or not,
the Liberty Ships in Action In The
John Forsythe
*****
North Atlantic?
h) The Maltese Falcon (death to
Well, it's time for the Duke 'n'
b) Who played Bogart's cap- me to ride off into the sunset on whoever missed this one)
tain?
the New York Boulevard bus.
i) They used to call them call
c) Who played his wife?
Instead of a silver bullet, I'll leave girls
d) (this is if you want a some questions behind.
j) George Zucco
Casablanca question) Where did
e) Name the heroes of Paul
k) "Look—-M.G.M.UUl
Rick hide the letters of transit in Muni's biographical films
1) It was made of licorice
his gin mill?
f) Who was James Cagney's
m) Jean Arthur; Lionel Stander
*****
partner in crime in The Roaring
n) "Mother of mercy, is this the
b) The Marx Brothers- now this Twenties?
end of Rico?"
is more along the line of a religion. g) Name four of Cary Grant's crew
Mother of mercy, this is the end
Goto any theatre that's showing a members in Destination: Tokyo of the story. Our audience is
Marx Brothers movie, particularly
h) What was "The Stuff That ended.

An Audience With The Trivia King
Did you ever have someone ever
absolutely confound you with their
knowledge of trivial matters in the
arts, sports, etc.? They are of the
breed known as trivia freaks, of
which I am king. They can tell you
everything from the amount of
bass
players
the
Buffalo
Springfield had (five) to whom
Humphrey Bogart got in the end of
Casablance (Claude Rains and a
trip across the desert). I can
readily tell of what pleasure it is to
have this knowledge, and the pains
I endure in trying to destroy the
only two people on this campus
who can match my knowledge. It is
also obvious that others endure
this kind of pain also- those who
are driven up the wall because they
don't have the knowledge. Did you
ever want to get back at a trivia
freak? Did you ever want to reply
to his ridiculous question with one
of your own? Haven't you ever
wanted to get revenge? Well, read
on if you want ammunition.
Trivia, of course, is exactly thatsmall matters that occasionally
might add up to a far, far better
thing. You don't ask specific
questions, say, about the plot of
The Bank Dick. You ask what the
locale of the movie was (Lompoc,
California), or who played W.C.

Fields' bartender (Shemp Howard,
on an artistic leave from The
Three Stooges), or what was the
name of his bar (The Black Pussy
Cat Cafe). Years from now, when
they ask questions about All In
The Family, the questions will be
what
bar
Archie
Bunker
patronized, or what the names of
Edith's cousins were. In other
words, look for the little things.
It's a lot easier to stump people.
Now, if you want to stump people
in their own specialties, here's how
to look, using the old movies as an
example.
*****
(a) Humphrey Bogart- To begin
with, forget Casablanca. Considering the number of times this
film, the greatest movie of all time,
has been shown in New York,
every Bogart fan has seen it at least
thirty times, and they all know it
inside and out. This was shown a
long time ago when Life magazine
ran a story on Woody Allen's Play
It Again. Sam. when it was
running on Broadway. That play,
of course, was Woody's homage to
his idol, Bogart. A dispute arose
over how many times Bogart
uttered those immortal words. One
letter said 17, another 33, and a
third, well over 60. A few weeks

Living Writer,
Dead Audience
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Special Election - March10
BARRY KAUFMAN
Candidate (oit Senate- At £ange

ABRAHAM SHERMAN

!

CoKdidafe (en SeKafe - Secia£ Science aid At .Conge

olKege id a dfaong uwfifutow, but new (he lime, had i
i
yew C
i cometepicwe ita dtnengih. The Senate id Ehe heanibeatei (he i
foe, (which id att efc ud) (he heant j
i dtudentd butwiSM the (w
[ oM dte|). 9 haue headed fwa cewwifteed which (ought (on j
1 oun pierjeddcfid o» weffi ad (en ud. 9fc yeajudt want a denaton, j
i died my ofpwad; ij yeawant a Seada, lighten, tad Been a >
i fanafon, efiect we.

(Jotfe wad enuidioued fa beceHte a {jw unitietdiaj;
un(efitunate&) it hadn't tunned out that iwuj. tUitfe gout
we can tewcM tjeitlt hik a tespectabfe and watfhwhife
Jet affi. 9J you wouftt Kfee fe dee an wqneued
vote {ot Abey Shenwan.

SPECIAL ELECTION
Please select the candidates you wish to represent
• you in the senate and put the ballot in boxes by March 10.|
I Boxes are located in the lobby of the main building or Ms. I
"Gifford's office (334M) or Dr. Liban's office (300D).

Major.

ITS YOUR

Social Security

DUTY TO

Humanities Majors only:
1. Leslie A. Sweet

Yes Q No

•

Social Science Majors only:
1. Abraham Sherman Yes Q

No

All students: Select one At Large (circle name)
1. Eugene Delguadio
2. Barry Kaufman
3. Abraham Sherman
4. Leslie A. Sweet

Although Candidate Eugene Delguadio did not submit a statement
to Pandora's Box, we are running his picture to give people a
chance to see what he looks like if not what he says.

LESLIE SWEET
Ccwdihk fa Senate - KuMtanttted and A t
Wy dedite id h tepiedent the ibxd&ik
ui HtiHUinitteo aid to |mt thm de&'ew demote the
aaWMdbwuxut 9 am wiSSiwi i& hedp any intenedt gteu|)
that needd a ucice.
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PIRG Comes ToYork
by Steve Pullen

founded in Oregon and Minnesota
during the 1970-71 academic year.
College and university students P.I.R.G.'s have emerged as strong
have once again been on the move. advocates of consumer protection,
But this time instead of sitting-in, environmental preservation, tax
demonstrating, and rioting, they reform, occupational safety, equal
are pouring their energies into a opportunity, and other citizen
campaign called P.I.R.G. It is a concerns. Even a partial list of
student-funded and directed their accomplishments is imorganization composed of a pressive.
professional staff of lawyers,
In New Jersey when a 650
scientists, engineers, accountants,
and organizers backed up and million dollar transportation bond
aided by thousands of student was proposed the N.J.P.I.R.G.
researchers. The public interest launched an investigation into the
Through
research,
research groups are modeled after issue.
Ralph Nader's organization, N.J.P.I.R.G. found that two-thirds
though
each
operates
in- of the money would not be used for
dependently with absolutely no ties transportation needs. As a result,
to Nader. Ralph Nader and his the people defeated the bond in
associate, Donald Ross, have been the November election.
actively helping students launch
In an investigative study the
public interest research groups..
Oregon P.I.R.G. uncovered incidents of advertising fraud by
The P.I.R.G.'s staff provides many Ford dealerships and Sears
expertise and focus to students' stores. These companies were
efforts. Because P.I.R.G. is their brought to court and charged with
full time job they provide a illegal advertising activities and
measure of continuity never before they were forced to cease these
seen in a student movement. When practices.
exams, vacations, and school
holidays cause most student acThe Texas P.I.R.G. issued a
tivists to disappear, P.I.R.G. major study of the Austin Capital
professionals remain active.
Improvement Plan, pointing out
The first P.I.R.G.'s were its weaknesses. Voters sub-

sequently turned down a bond
issue to finance the plan.
The P.I.R.G.
in
Stern,
Massachusetts has filed a major
law suit to overturn stat
procedures for setting utility rates.
The case is pending before a 3
judge federal court in Boston.
In a combined effort 19 of the
existing 24 P.I.R.G. groups took
part in an investigation on toy
safety. As a result of their work all
dangerous toys were ordered taken
off the store shelves by the courts.
In follow-up investigations the
P.I.R.G.'s in Minnesota and New
Jersey discovered that department
stores were donating these toys to
orphanages and nursery schools
and being written off as tax losses.
Consequently, the owners of these
stores were sued in court and were
thrown into prison.
Not
surprisingly,
many
university officials are pleased to
see this new direction of student
activism. President Edward
Bloustein of Rutgers echoes the
words of administrators who
support the P.I.R.G. concept.
Activities like skiing and chess
clubs are funded out of the student
activity fees. They have less of an
integral relation to education than
Public Interest Research Groups."

Writing Skills Center to be Restructured
by John Coltelli
Perhaps one of the hottest
rumors circulating around York
College at this time is the one
involving the closing of the writing
skills center. Despite
the
rumors and popular ^opinion ,the
center will not be closed.
As many of you may already
know the writing skills center has
been a program designed to
improve college writing. Since its
inception the program has aided
many students in improving their
writing. A major factor in the need
of this program has" been the Open
Admissions policy of CUNY.
Although it is a policy which has
made it possible for many to, get a
college education who otherwise
might not have, the Open Admissions policy has also allowed
students of a lower academic
achievement to enter into college.
The need for a writing program
therefore should not be taken
lightly. At present only about sixty
students are involved in the
program, this arises mainly from
the fact that many students either
don't know of the program's
existence or they simply hesitate

seeking help from a writing clinic.
Although the importance of the
writing skills program is obvious it
doesn't seem to have been given
very much attention in the past or
at present. When the program
began (a few years back over in
Bayside) it was being worked out
of a trailer. Since then it has
progressed a little but not much,
and is now located in the library.
Erratic instances such as these are
not unfamiliar to the students
within the program. The program
right now has four supervisors: On
Mondays and Fridays-Dr. Woolf
Colvin and Mr. Warren Fifer, on
Thursdays and Fridays-Mrs. Anne
Hazelkorri, and on WednesdaysMrs. Ellen Sporn.
Dr. Baum, Assistant Professor,
of English who is involved in the
writing clinic expressed great hope
in the program but admitted that
reform was necessary. She said
that the writing skills center would,
not be closed but that it would be
modified for the 1973 fall term.
She feels the program has been
very useful but that there was
room for improvement. One of the
areas which needs changing is in
the number of supervisors. Dr.
Baum said it would be much more

pragmatic if there was only one
supervisor instead of having four.
Having four supervisors cuts down
on efficiency and also creates
confusion among the students. Dr.
Baum summarized it by saying
that "too many, cooks spoil the
broth". Another consideration in
regards to change is the location of
the writing skills center. It is now
being held in the library. Dr.
Baum would have it moved upstairs in a room by itself. Other
details of the necessary change
have not yet come out but will be
discussed at a meeting on March
21. The topic of this meeting will
be solely the writing skills center
and should
prove to
be
enlightening.
The positive sentiments expressed concerning the writing
skills center are not limited solely
to the administration, a student I
interviewed also expressed hope in
the program. He said that since he
began in the program his writing
had improved considerably.
Despite the rumors the writing
skills center will not close.
Hopefully the modifications it will
undergo are going to not only
expand the program but also
improve it.

Jerome Kretchner former E.P.A. head

Kretchmer Stops
Along Mayoral Trail
by Gabriel Ceron
Jerone Kretchmer, former head
of the Environmental Protection
Agency, and a candidate for the
Democratic Party's nomination for
Mayor, visited York, last Tuesday,
February 27. Mr. Kretchmer,
whose visit was sponsored by the
Political Science Association,
spoke for about an hour to a group
of students and faculty that filled
room 108, where the meeting was
held. Mr. Kretchmer, who is a
former Sanitation Commissioner,
said that his effective handling of
that post demonstrates the sufficient administrative skills
necessary of a mayor...He pointed
out that he successfully negotiated
with Albany on the Environmental
Bond Issue where for the first time
ever New York City won its fair
share of state wide monies.
Speaking on the issue of crime
he said, "No tough-talking cop
mayor is going to make any difference in solving the crime
problem..." Instead he added,
"We must look for improved
efficiency in the Police Department and in the courts." He
further stated that he would institute a "Knapp" style Commission that would supervise the
Judiciary which lately has been the
object of severe criticism.

Referring to his former boss,
John Lindsay, he said that he "had
kept the wrong people in jobs for
too long." However when asked if
he would support the Mayor
provided that he won the
Democratic Primaries he said yes.
On the other hand he saw no
circumstance in which he would
support Sandford Garelik.
Mr. Kretchmer visited the
school three days before the
balloting for the endorsement of
the New Democratic Coalition, a
group which Mr. Kretchmer
hoped would endorse his can-'
didacy. As it turned out the N.D.C.
chose
Assemblyman
Al
Blumenthal last Sunday, March 4,
thereby giving Mr. Kretchmer's
candidacy a severe if not a fatal
blow. According to some political
observers by the time this article
appears Mr. Kretchmer might
have bowed out of the race.
Steve Bernstein and Linda Meli,
Coordinators for the Political
Science Association, are currently
contacting the candidates in order
that they too may have the opportunity to explain their candidacy. However Mr. Bernstein
added that he expected some
difficulties since the candidate's
schedules are tight and "unfortunately York is not on their
priority list."

CUNY CLIPBOARD
PSC Negotiations

Israel Kugler:
"On February 13, we urged the
Board of Higher Education again
to resume negotiations with us, but
this time in a meaningful, constructive way, 'round the clock
until an agreement is arrived at.' "
"On February 21 and on
February 23, after we reiterated
our offer. Chancellor Kibbee again
refused.

The Professional Staff Congress
today accused City University
Chancellor Robert J. Kibbee of
refusing to negotiate an amicable
contract settlement.
The charge came after Chancellor Kibbee again rejected the
faculty union's offer to negotiate
without outside attorneys.
"Instead, he is demanding the
The union claims that the
presence of an outside attorney formal bargaining procedure that
representing the BHE has has failed, and failed miserably,
frustrated agreement during eight for over eight months now.
"We still stand ready to
months of bargaining.
negotiate 'round the clock.'
The impasse, which affects the
"But the Chancellor's insistence
16,000 members of CUNY's in- on the tread mill of legalism and
structional staff, is now in fact- litigation, replete with outside
finding.
attorneys, promises little hope for
The statement by PSC President amicably resolving the contract
Belle Zeller and Deputy President impassel"

including Columbia, Barnard and
the State University of New York
at Stony Brook. At Columbia and
Stony Brook, he also served as
economics department chairman.
A noted economist and prominent
Dr. Lekachman's books include
psychologist
were
named
distinguished professors at the National Income and the Public
City University of New York by the Welfare (1972),77ze Age of Keynes
(1966) and A History of Economic
Board of Higher Education.
Robert Lekachman, a well Ideas 11959).
known economist and
inDr. Raab's main interests lie in
ternationally recognized authority the area of auditory and visual
on John Maynard Keynes, will psychology. This has led to work
serve as a distinguished professor on projects for the National Inat Herbert H. Lehman College. stitutes of Health, the Naval
David Raab, a specialist in the Medical Research Laboratory and
field of physiological or sensory the U. S. Public Health Service,
psychology who has taught at among others.
Brooklyn College since 1946, willDr. Raab has been the recipient
teach there as a distinguished of numerous awards including a
professor.
grant from the National Science
Dr. Lekachman has taught Foundation every year since 1958
economics for many years at In 1971-72. Dr. Raab held a John
various colleges and universities Simon Guggenheim Memorial

New Prof sNamed

Foundation Fellowship, a visiting
fellowship from the University of
Reading, and a National Science
Foundation Senior Post Doctoral
Fellowship (which he resigned in
order to accept the Guggenheim
award).
A 1940 graduate of Brooklyn
College, Dr. Raab received his
master's degree from Harvard in
1943 and his Ph.D. from the
University of Rochester in 1945.
C o i n c i d en t a 1 l y ,
both
distinguished professor appointees
were born on May 12, 1920.
Since 1969, a fund of $250,000
has been set aside each year to
create
50
distinguished
professorships as a means of
enhancing the quality of the
university's faculty. Each appointment frovides for a. $5,000
annual supplement to regular
professorial salaries.
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BIRTH CONTROL METHODS when the brand of pills has been
Some people feel that, for any
number of reasons, they are not
prepared to assume either the
emotional or financial responsibilities of having- a child or increasing the size of their existing
family. There are a number of
reliable ways to prevent unwanted
pregnancies; some of these
methods of birth control may not
be acceptable to everyone. For this
reason, every individual should
consult with a physician, counseling service, or clergyman for
help in selecting the most appropriate method.
The various methods of birth
control, their advantages and
disadvantages and their relative
reliability need to be carefully
discussed.
ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES
(BIRTH CONTROL PILLS)
There are two kinds of birth
control pills commonly used, the
combination pill and
the
sequential pill.. Recent reports
have indicated that the combination pill is the most effective
and that it has the fewest harmful
side effects. Both types are nearly
100% effective when taken as
directed and are considered, next
to sterilization, the most reliable
way to prevent
unwanted
pregnan'cies.
When a woman becomes
pregnant, her body produces
enough of the hormones estrogen
and progesterone to stop the
release of additional ripened eggs
from her ovaries. This is nature's
way of insuring that only one
pregnancy will be undertaken at a
time. Birth control pills add a
small dose of estrogen and
progesterone, in synthetic form, to
a woman's natural supply. These
synthetic hormones, in effect,
produce a "fake pregnancy" each
month, and in that way prevent the
release of ripened eggs. Since no
ripened eggs are released, no
pregnancy can occur.
Birth control pills have also
been prescnbed for women who
suffer from chronic menstrual
irregularity, since their balanced
hormonal level can put a woman
on a regular menstrual cycle. Birth
control pills can also hefp to
alleviate the cramping and heavy
bleeding that some women experience with their periods.
Before taking birth control pills,
a woman must wait until the fifth
of her menstrual cycle,
> day
counting the first day of bleeding
as Day 1. Starting on the fifth day,
she takes one pill a day for about
20 or 21 days, at about the same
time each day. There are, however,
some brands of pills that are taken
each day for the entire 28 day
cycle. It is wise to select a time in
the middle of the day to take the
pill so that the irregularities of
awakening and retiring cannot
interfere with maintaining the
schedule. If a pill is forgotten for
less than twenty-four hours, it
should be taken as soon as it is
remembered. If more than one pill
is forgotten, all the pills which
were missed should be taken as
soon as remembered but another
method of birth control must be
u^ed in addition, since the hormonal level in the body may have
dropped to the point of permitting
the ovaries to release a ripened
egg.
ADVANTAGES: Birth control
pills are popular because they
eliminate the need to plan for
intercourse; relations can be as
relaxed and spontaneous as the
couple desires. Oral contraceptives
are popular, too, because they are
easy and inexpensive to use and
almost 100% effective when taken
as directed. Except for incidents

changed or when a woman has.
forgotten to take a pill, there is no
more effective means of preventing
pregnancy,
other
than
sterilization.

DISADVANTAGES: A woman
who wants to take birth control
pills must consider that it is not yet
known what the long-range effects
of taking synthetic hormones may
be. Every woman who wants to
take the pills must first have a
thorough physical examination
and a discussion with her
physician or gynecologist. Any
woman who has difficulty locating
a doctor who will prescribe pills
should contact her local family
planning agency or clinic or the
Community Sex Information and
Education Service.
Some women do have side effects while taking the pill, such as
nausea, fungus infection, weight
gain or loss, tender breasts or
depression. Sometimes all that is
needed is a change from one brand
of pills to another, but-in some
cases the woman must be taken off
the pills entirely.

staining after having an I.U.D.
inserted. Occasionally a woman
may have to try two or three
different kinds of I.U.D.s before
she finds one that works comfortably for her.
STATISTICS: Out of 100
women using the I.U.D. for one
year, 5 will become pregnant.
DIAPHRAGM
AND SPERM ICIDAL
JELLY OR CREAM

A diaphragm is an almost
transparent rubber cup with a
spring rim which is inserted into
the vagina before sexual relations
and which helps prevent sperm
from entering the uterus.
Diaphragm sizes range from two
to four inches, to ensure proper fit
a diaphragm must be individually
fitted by a gynecologist or family
planning counselor. Examinations
and fittings can be obtained at a
family planning clinic at little or
not cost.
A woman who has never had
intercourse can be fitted for a
diaphragm but must be refitted
soon after her first intercourse.
The fit of the diaphragm should be
checked and refitted at least once
a year and especially after
childbirth, miscarriage, surgery, or
a gain or loss in weight.

Additionally, women with a
history of blood clotting, varicose
veins, thyroid disease, or cancer
will probably not be allowed to
take the pills at all.
If a woman is taking birth
control pills and develops any of
the following symptoms, she
Spermicidal jelly or cream should call her doctor at once; spread over the inside of the
frequent or persistent-headaches, diaphragm before insertion or
discoloration of the skin, unex- applied after insertion with a
plained pains in the chest, unusual special applicator - kills the sperm
swelling of the ankles, shortness of which manage to pass the
breath, any disturbance in vision diaphragm and remain in the folds
such as seeing double or sudden of the vaginal walls. The
partial or complete loss of sight, diaphragm and spermicide used
unusual or persistent unexplained together are considered to be a
pains in the legs, lumps or growths very effective means of birth
of the breasts or frequent or control. Most often failure occurs
persistent vaginal bleeding. because a woman neglects to insert
Occasionally a woman may have the diaphragm before relations or
some difficulty becoming pregnant thinks she can take "just one
right after she stops taking the pill, chance." Sometimes, though,
as it may take some time for failure occurs because the cup is
ovulation to begin again.
inserted improperly or becomes
STATISTICS: Out of 100 dislodged during sexual relations.
women using birth control pills for
In order for the diaphragm to be
one year, only 1/10 of one percent
effective, a woman must remember
will become pregnant.
to insert it each and every time
there is the possibility of sexual
relations. Ideally a diaphragm
INTRAUTERINE DEVICES
should be inserted no earlier than
(I.U.D.)
two hours before intercourse. If
For many years doctors have more time has passed, an apknown that when a tiny spring, plication of spermicidal jelly or
loop, or coil is inserted properly cream must be inserted into the
into the cervix of a woman it will vagina, or the diaphragm should
prevent pregnancy. These springs, be removed and coated with more
loops, and coils are called in- spermicide. The diaphragm must
remain in place inside the vagina
trauterine devices.
for at least six to eight hours after
Doctors still do not completely intercourse, and may remain for as
understand how an I.U.D. long as twenty-four hours. If
prevents impregnation; but it is sexual relations are repeated while
known that when an I.U.D. is the diaphragm is in place, an
properly inserted by a physician, additional application of sperand remains in place, it is an micide must first be inserted into
effective means of birth control. the vagina, and six hours allowed
Each woman should check to pass before removal. A woman
regularly to see that her I.U.D. is must not douche for at least six
still in place.
hours after intercourse, and she
ADVANTAGES: Because no should avoid taking a bath impreparatory steps must be taken mediately after relations. After
by a woman once her doctor has removing the diaphragm, it should
inserted the device, an I.U.D. is a be washed thoroughly with a mild
popular means of birth control. It soap and water, patted dry, and
allows for as much spontaneity as stored in its case. Periodic inthe couple wants in their sexual spection of the diaphragm for
relations. Another advantage is holes and cracks - either by filling
that it requires no hormonal the device with water or holding it
alterations, so that a woman up to the light - is a necessary
should have no difficulty becoming precaution.
pregnant after the I.U.D. is
ADVANTAGES: Diaphragms
removed.
have been widely used for many
DISADVANTAGES:
Inyears and, when used with a
trauterine devices are not orspermicidal agent, are considered
dinarily recommended for women
to be a very safe, reliable method
who have not yet had a child, since
of
preventing
unwanted
involuntary contractions of the
pregnancies, as long as they are
uterine muscles can force the
used properly.
device out, often without the
woman even knowing that it has
The diaphragm in no way inbeen dislodged.
terferes with a woman's sexual
Some women may experience response or pleasure, and since it
severe cramps,, an increased does not alter her hormonal level,
menstrual flow and sporadic she should have no difficulty
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becoming pregnant when she if there is a chance of semen
desires.
escaping from the condom,
sometimes before the semen is
DISADVANTAGES: Some
women dislike using a diaphragm complete'v satisfied.
STATISTICS: Out of the 100
because it requires planning for
sexual relations and affords little couples using the condom for one
opportunity for spontaneity. year, 14 women will become
Others resent having to insert the pregnant.
device each time there is the
SPERM ICIDAL JELLIES
possibility of intercourse.
CREAMS, AND FOAMS
At times, women have also
complained
of
unpleasant
These only mildly effective
secretions and irritation caused means of birth control are inserted
either by the diaphragm or the into the vagina with an applicator
spermicide.
just before intercourse. The
STATISTICS: Out of 100 chemical part of the spermicide
women using the diaphragm with acts to kill the sperm cells inside
a spermicidal agent for one year, the vagina and the jelly-like
12 will become pregnant.
consistency blocks the cervix and
helps prevent sperms from entering the cervical canal. These
CONDOM
spermicides are most -effective
(Rubber or Prophylactic)
when used along with either a
diaphragm or condom. There is a
A condom is a thin, synthetic
high failure rate when spermicides
rubber or animal membrane
are used alone.
sheath, usually one inch wide and
Spermicidal foam is considered
seven inches long, which fits
snugly over a man's erect penis. At the most effective of the three
the open end of the sheath there is forms since it spreads most evenly
a thick rubber ring which keeps and helps cover the cervical enthe condom from slipping off the trance more completely.
penis. AH condoms can be purSpermicidal jellies, creams, and
chased, without prescription, at foams are most easily inserted into
any pharmacy.
the vagina when one leg is on a
When a man ejaculates, the chair or when lying flat on a bed.
sperm is caught inside the condom
The product purchased must
and kept from entering the cer- specifically say "spermicide" on
vical canal. After intercourse, the the label. New scented douches
condom is removed by stretching and feminine hygiene products are
the ring at the open end and not spermicides and cannot
pulling it off.
prevent pregnancy. When using a
foam spermicide, remember to
The condom's efficiency is
shake the can vigorously before
increased when it is used with a
filling the applicator. The apspermicidal jelly or cream, which
plicator should be inserted as far
should be inserted inside the
into the vagina as it can go, then
vagina
before
intercourse.
withdrawn one-half inch for the
Petroleum jelly should not be used
most complete coverage of the
as a lubricant since it can damage
cervix. If it should be necessary to
the condom. A half-inch space
urinate before intercourse, adshould be left at the closed end of
ditional spermicide must be inthe condom in order to receive the
serted into the vagina. After insemen and help withstand
tercourse, urinating will not inpressure during intercourse. If loss
terfere with the spermicide's efof erection after intercourse is
fectiveness. Some women may
significant, the upper part of the
develop an allergic reaction to
condom should be held tight
certain spermicides, and a doctor,
against the penis as it is withdrawn
should be consulted if any rash' or
from the vagina. If the condom
irritation occurs.
should slip off the penis, the open
end should be held closed, and the
ADVANTAGES: Spermicidal
penis carefully withdrawn. A jellies, creams, and foams are
condom should be checked before available at almost any pharmacy
and after intercourse for any tiny without prescription and require
holes. Also, if the condom should no prior physical examination.
break during intercourse, a They in no way interfere with
woman should immediately insert either the sexual response or
an application of spermicidal jelly satisfaction of either partner and
or cream or, if this is not available, do not effect the ability to conceive
she should douche immediately when desired.
with a mixture of two tablespoons
DISADVANTAGES: Aside
of vinegar to a quart of warm
water. Condoms should be kept in from the high failure rate of
a wallet or pocket; the moisture spermicides when used alone,
and heat can cause their many women complain of
discomfort and irritation from the
deterioration.
ingredients and find insertion of
ADVANTAGES: Condoms are these birth control products
cheap and can be obtained without unpleasant and restricting.
examination or prescription at any
STATISTICS: For each one
pharmacy. They do not interfere
hundred
women who use sperwith a woman's hormonal cycle
and should in no way impair the micidal jellies, creams or foams
couple's ability to have a child alone for one year, 20 will become
when they so desire. Condoms are pregnant.
the only birth control measure that
COITUS INTERRUPTUS
can also help to prevent venereal
(WITHDRAWAL)
disease.
and
COITUS RESERVATUS
DISADVANTAGES: Condoms
are not considered a very reliable (HOLDING BACK)
method of birth control since the
chance of failure due to breakage
Coitus Interruptus (withdrawal)
is very great. Aside from this requires the man to remove his
obvious danger, it is also possible penis from the vagina before he
that some seminal fluid will be has an orgasm and to ejaculate
released in or near the vagina and semen away lrom the vaginal
will be able to reach an egg despite entrance. The man must withdraw
the precaution. Another disad- well before any seminal fluid is
vantage is that the condom cannot released, and he must be sure to
be used until the man's penis release his ejaculation far enough
becomes erect, thus necessitating away from the vaginal entrance to
the interruption of love-making. prevent the possibility of sperm
Some men complain that their cells swimming into the vagina
sexual sensations are somewhat from the outside.
diminished when using a condom.
Quite often, this method of birth
A further disadvantage is that a control is not successful because
man may be forced to withdraw his the man fails to withdraw in time
penis immediately after his orgasm or because there were enough
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sperm
in
the
pre-climax
lubrication fluids to cause conception. Other disadvantages are
the inability of most men to exert
the necessary amount of control,
particularly after a period of
abstention. Many men find it
difficult or impossible to continue
to have intercourse once they have
reached their own orgasm, and
this can often leave a woman
frustrated. However, even if a man
is able to maintain an erection
after his climax and continues
relations, sperm cells on his penis
can cause pregnancy.
Coitus Reservatus (holding
back) means that there is no
release of sperm at all. The man
does not withdraw his penis, but
continues to have intercourse until
the woman has been satisfied and
his erection has subsided.
This method of birth control
takes an extraordinary amount of
control and training and is very
difficult for most men. There is
also the chance of pregnancy
from the sperm contained in the
pre-climax fluids.
STATISTICS: For each one
hundred couples who use this
method of birth control for one
year, 25 will become pregnant.
THE RHYTHM METHOD
("Safe" Period)

The Rhythm Method of birth
control works on the principle that
certain times of the menstrual
cycle are " s a f e " for sexual
relations since pregnancy can only
occur on those few days when
ripened eggs are released by the

Fwt ad

ovaries.
This method is considered to be
extremely reliable since the exact
time of ovulation is very difficult to
predict accurately, and because
live sperms have been known to
live within a woman's body for as
long as a week.
A couple relying on the Rhythm
Method must avoid sexual intercourse during the following
periods:
(1) at least two days before the
time of ovulation, since the sperm
lives about forty-eight hours;.
(2) for five to six days during
ovulation while the ripened egg is
in the Fallopian tube; and,
(3) three to four days after the
approximate time of ovulation
when the egg may be present in the
tube or uterus.
Before the Rhythm Method can
be relied upon, a calendar record
chart must be kept for eight to
twelve months in order to calculate
the probable time of ovulation.
The chart should record the first
day of the woman's menstrual
period as Day 1 and the day before
her next period as the last day of
her cycle. At the end of the recordkeeping year, the chart will show
the woman's shortest and longest
menstrual cycles.
Using this record, the following
calculations are then made to help
predict the probable time of
ovulation: (1) Eighteen days are
substracted from the shortest
period to show the first fertile
"unsafe" day. (For instance, if a
woman's shortest cycle was 24
days, the calculations would be 24

Adoption and 'Birthright'
denominational service of the
Archdiocese of New York by
Cardinal Cooke. Birthright gives
ADOPTION
the pregnant woman (88% of them
In 1971 there were ap- are single) the facts about an
proximately one hundred forty one abortion and stands by the woman
"approved" white homes for every with counselors and information to
white baby; now most couples wait prepare her for her final decision eighteen months to two years should she keep the child or give it
before a child is available. Couples up for adoption.
Mrs. Nora Flanigan, director of
planning to adopt a child generally
want an infant, although school- Birthright, explained that their
aged and handicapped children philosophy is "your pregnancy
are more abundant than new-born may be unwanted but your baby
babies. Those too impatient to isn't." When a woman comes to
wait so long can opt to buy a black Birthright, she is given a
market baby, which can cost about pregnancy test, of which one-third
$5,000 in most areas and $10,000 turn out to be negative, and an
in New York City. However, most appointment for a complete
couples have disregarded this medical examination. The woman
method due to the many custody is then given a regular social
battles being fought which usually worker who remains her counselor
result in the natural mother for the entire length of time the
receiving custody of a child pregnant woman stays at or is
brought up by adopted parents. associated with Birthright. The
The small number of children counselor does not preach or
up for adoption is related to the mention moral issues; she is there
use of the pill, the legalization of only to help the woman make up
abortions, and most importantly, her mind as to what is best for her
to the decline in unwed mothers - not what is the "right thing" to
giving up their children. In 1962, do (which many people say is to
80% of unwed mothers gave their give the child up for adoption for a
children up. In 1972 the per- couple to bring up since a child
centage drepped to 35. Birthright needs two parents, not one). The
and other similiar agencies are details involving an abortion are
responsible for showing a large discussed, including the acnumber of unwed mothers that companying emotional traumas
their baby is wanted - if not by the and psychological effects that may
mother herself, then by someone occur afterwards. Conferences are
also held with the members of both
else.
families involved and the reason
behind the final decision explained
BIRTHRIGHT
and generally agreed upon by both
Years ago, when an unmarried families.
In addition to counseling,
girl became pregnant she was
either sent away out-of-state for a Birthright also provides two
while, pushed into an immature hospital residences for pregnant
and often unsuccessful marriage, women and also rooms for those
or told she would be doing the needing shelter after childbirth.
The majority of women who
proper thing if she gave the child
up. The past few years have come to Birthright keep their
produced major changes in the children and add to the growing
attitude of others towards an list of single people bringing up
illegitimate child; girls attend children, whether their own or
school while they are obviously, adopted. With the services and
pregnant, they live and frequently guidance of Birthright counselors,
bring up their child in their the new mother stands a very good
parents' houses, they are accepted chance of coping with the
in their condition by most people. problems of working while raising
Eighteen months ago Birthright a child, living, and sharing life
was established as a new non- together.
by Regina Vogel
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minus 18, so that her first unsafe
day begins the 6th day of her cycle;
(2) Eleven days are subtracted
from the longest period to show
the last fertile "unsafe" day. (If a
woman's longest cycle was 30 days,
subtract 11 and her last unsafe day
is the 19th day of her cycle.)
ADVANTAGES: The Rhythm
Method requires no mechanical
birth control measures, which
makes it acceptable to certain
religious groups. It in no way
interferes with either a woman's
hormonal level, her ability to have
a child when desired; or her sexual
pleasure. No prior physical
examination is needed.
DISADVANTAGES: The
Rhythm Method is very unreliable.
Most often it fails because a couple
miscalculates or disregards the
"unsafe" times. There is also the
chance that a sperm released near
the vagina, when alternative
stimulation is practiced, will swim
into the vagina and impregnate the
woman despite precautions.
Because some women have
irregular cycles, the safe times for
them may be extremely limited.
Many couples find this need to
plan and limit their sexual activity
very frustrating.
Irregularities in a woman's
menstrual cycle, even when a
calendar record chart has baen
faithfully kept for a year, often
lead ,to failure. Childbirth,
miscarriage, illness, emotional
troubles, stress, or other problems
may lead to changes in the
woman's menstrual pattern that
can cause failure.

STATISTICS: 24 out of one
hundred women using the Rhythm
Method for one year will become
pregnant.
STERILIZATION
(For Women)
For a woman, the most common
method of sterilization is tubal
ligation, or "tying the tubes." In
this procedure, which is usually
performed in a hospital, the two
Fallopian tubes, through which
eggs pass from the ovaries to the
uterus, are cut and their ends are
tied off. Eggs are then permanently prevented from reaching
the uterus, and of course, from
being fertilized by sperm.
ADVANTAGES: The obvious
advantage of this method is that a
couple can feel confident that
there will be no unwanted
pregnancies. No mechanical device
is involved; no hormonal changes
occur. The woman's sexual
function and response are in no
way affected by this procedure.
DISADVANTAGES: A
disadvantage is that no more than
fifty percent of the ligations can be
reversed, and a couple must be
quite sure that their family is as
large as they want before the
operation is undertaken.
Other methods in addition to
the
tubal
ligation
are
salpingectomy and hysterectomy.
The salpingectomy involves the
complete removal of the Fallopian
tubes. Once the tubes have been
removed, there is never again the
possibility of becoming pregnant.

Hysterectomy is a major
operation which involves the
complete removal of the uterus
and frequently, in older women,
the removal of the ovaries at the
same time. It involves about a
week's stay in- the hospital and a
period of recuperation afterwards,
and it is usually performed only
when there is a real physical need
and not simply for birth control.
STERILIZATION
(For Men)
The most common means of
sterilization for a man is a simple
medical procedure called a
vasectomy. It consists of tying or
blocking the vas deferens tube
through which sperm travel from
the testicles to the penis.
ADVANTAGES;:;: After
a
vasectomy, which cin be performed in minutes ih> a doctor's
office, a man will continue to
produce semen, just as before, but
the fluid the man ejaculates will
not contain sperm cells. A man's
sexual response will in no way be
diminished by the vasectomy.
DISADVANTAGES: As
a
precaution, it is advisable to have
semen specimens examined every
six weeks for the first six months
after this operation to make sure
they contain no sperm cells. It
should be understood, too, that
there may be only a 50-50 chance
of reversing this operation.
Nonetheless, for a couple who have
as many children as they want, a
vasectomy for the man is the
simplest method of assuring no
further pregnancies.
y

Abortions with a Personal Touch
by Pam Simmons
Forsyth Medical Group, P.C. is
a new facility for the termination
of pregnancy, built to comply with
all State and City codes and
specifications. This facility is
owned and administrated by Dr.
Nash, Dr. Williams, and Dr.
Klinger on 14 E. 60 St. The staff is
composed of registered nurses,
people with clinical experience,
and a social service director
joining together to "raise the
standards of the abortion
procedure from both a medical
and psychological aspect."
Drs. Nash, Williams, and
Klinger believe not all pregnant
women using this facility want an
abortion. Consequently, women
are allowed the time to discuss and
make the final decision. The
doctors stress careful consideration of the patients' feelings
at all times.
Marcia Spense, R.N., Nursing
Director, explained in an interview
that women are referred to them
by either a private doctor, or
Planned
Parenthood,
and
sometimes people learn about the
Medical Group by word of mouth.
The Forsyth Medical Group
handles approximately one half
(15-20) the amount of abortions in
a day of a hospital. Special
counseling care for the apprehensive is always available. The
procedure usually takes about six
hours due to The Board of Health
specifications that patients remain
three hours after the procedure for
observation.
Upon arrival, the patient is met
by the smiling lace of Pam Mason,
receptionist. The patient is then
given forms to fill out alone in the
Patient Care Room. She is
separated from her friends and
family to avoid undue stress.
Honest answers are required for
the personal, medical, and permission forms.
The patient then pays the fee iri
another room, returns the form to
the receptionist and is on her way.
She enters pre-operative counseling. During this stage ex-

planations are given (a pelvic
model is ued). Questions are asked
and answered while fears are
quieted. Patients are led from PreProcedure Waiting area to change
into a gown.
At this point laboratory tests are
to be administered. Every patient
receives a Confirmatory Pregnancy
Test, Routine Urinalysis, White
Blood Count,
Hemaglobin,
Hematocrit, Blood Group & Rh
Factor, Serology, and Sickle Cell
Test (when applicable). A tissue
Histology is done on all specimens;
A blood bank is located on the
premises. Rho-GAM is given to all
Rh negative patients when indicated.
After assessment of the tests, the
patient is brought to one of the
four operating rooms. A varied
wall scheme deviates from the
traditional- hospital colors but
combined with, music (WPAT,
FM) they relax the anxious
patient. A nurse is by her side and
a local anesthesia is administered.
The gynecologist completes the
abortion (using the vacuum
aspiration method) within five
minutes. The nurse does not assist
in the actual operation, but she
offers emojtional support to the
patient. "Crash Carts" are kept
nearby in case something out of
the ordinary occurs.
Usually the patient walks back
to the Resting Recovery Room
v'iere the staff surveys the patients
carefully while offering them light
refreshments (juice, cookies,
coffee, tea, hot chocolate, and
soda). During the hour that is
spent in the Resting Recovery
Room, the patient may .experience
twenty to thirty minutes of cramps.
The patient once dressed in
street clothes, is escorted to the
Discharge Counseling Room. This
post-operative counseling is
directed towards birth control.
Patients are urged to . use
recommended devices (IUD,
diaphram, the pill, or foam)
carefully, and accurately. The
women are assured that they can
get in touch with the Medical
Group twenty-four hours a day.

The emergency number would
connect them to a doctor on the
staff. Marcia Spense, R.N. again
stressed the point (as she did in the
past - operative counseling
sessions) that abortions are
traumatic to some women, and can
be averted with a little knowledge
about birth control. At the end of
the post-operative counseling (4560 minutes) women may make an
appointment for a post-operative
check-up (within 2-3 weeks).
The woman is now allowed to
rejoin her family. They are in the
waiting room which contains
brightly colored chairs and lively
colored walls.
At any point during this
procedure the woman may have
private and/or group counseling as
needed. The staff may counsel the
family or person escorting her, but
only with her knowledge. Both
groups may be brought together in
a counseling session.
You may be wondering what
this whole procedure costs. The
flat rate with no extra charges is
$150.00.
xAH information is confidential.
Information about the patient is
not released over the phone. This
facility also offers free pregnancy
tests on Wednesday through
Sunday (9 A.M. - 2 P.M.). If you
are pregnant the Medical Group
will not do any abortion past
twelve weeks. Another service
offered to the public by this facility
is the limousine available to the
out-of-state patients arriving at
LaGuardia Airport (there is a
fifteen dollar service charge for the
limousine to and from the airport).
In the one year Forsyth Medical
Group, P.C, has been functioning
they terminated approximately
5,000 unwanted pregnancies. They
have managed to break away from
the stereotype hgspital room.
Realizing the patients anxieties,
they will stop at nothing to
alleviate the patients' fears. It is
the ounce of music, modern art
paintings, bright wall and chair
colors, live plants, and smiles and
understanding that get these
women back on their feet again in
six hours.
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T.V. Review

"Video
Madness"
The Grammy Awards
By Regina Vogel

by Jim Casa
This past Saturday, the major
award season got underway with
the National
Academy
of
Recorded Arts and Sciences
presenting the Grammy Awards to
those in the popular music
business. The show was staged in
its founding city, Nashville,
Tennessee. The middle-aged
population of the country weren't
able to place nominees in most of
the eleven categories let alone
winners, s*o they chose Andy
Williams, as the master of
ceremonies, to defend the the
ranks.
The first fifteen minutes of the
program was an exercise in entertainment futility as Williams
bored the audience with a slew of
corney one liners and the Mike
Curb Congregation extended the
misery by singing a medley of the
top songs of the year.
Real entertaining began when
Kenny Loggins and Jim Messina
bubble-gummed their way through
their hit song "Your Mama Don't
Dance." The first award was
presented by the 5th Dimension
for the New Artist of the Year
Award.
The
well-deserved
recipients were America. A note of
interest is that if N.A.S.A.R.
thought that America was that
good, why wasn't America's album
(it was the only piece to judge the
group for during 1972) up for
nomination for best album of the
year?
Country singer, Charley Pride,
sang the song for which he won the
Best Country Male Vocalist
Award, "Kiss an Angel Good
Morning".
The pop-gospel singing Staple
Singers grunted their hit, "I'll
Take You There"; the group was
nominated for the Best R&B Vocal
Group, but they lost out to the
Temptations. The night's odd
couple, Moms Mabley and Johnny
Mann, presented the grammy to
Smokey Robinson - in behalf of
the Temptations.
The hometown people in the
Tennessee Theater had something
to cheer about when their Donna
Fargo sang "Happiest Girl in the
Whole U.S.A." The song was good
enough to win The Best Country
Female Vocal grammy for Miss
Fargo.
.. Singer-songwriter, Mac Davis,
did his "Baby, Don't Get Hooked
on Me". Davis was good in the
simple production for his song but
Harry Nilsson walked away with
the Best Pop, Rock and Folk Male
Artist, for his song, "Without
You". It was shocking not to see
Don McLean win the award for
"American Pie". If the song didn't
win the grammy on the basis ofsales it easily should have taken it
for artistic content.

Helen Reddy was asked to sing
her hackneyed hit, "I am
Woman." Ms Reddy really is a
fine artist but it seems that
whatever television program she
goes on, she sings the same song.
Maybe, "I am Woman" should
have been performed for the
grammy show, but, perhaps some
other performer should have given
it a try, someone like David Bowie.
If any men in the television
audience were falling asleep up
until this point, they had to have
something catch their eye when
Joey Heatherton bounced out with
Rod McKuen to present Helen
Reddy the Best Pop, Rock and
Folk Female Artist. Ms Reddy's
acceptance speech was beautiful,
"I'd like to thank God because
She made everything possible".
A medley of the songs
nominated for the best Song of the
Year was performed by host, Andy
Williams; the highlight of this
segment was Williams' interpretation of Michel Legrand's
"The Summer Knows", it was
simply captivating. Ewan McColl,
the composer of the song "The
First Time Ever I Saw Your Face",
won the grammy for this category.
A pink smoke screen, and a bevy
of sensual dancers engulfed Curtis
Mayfield as he sang "Freddie's
Dead." The producers of the
Oscar Awards can use the tape of
this segment for their show in a
couple of weeks. Usually the
Academy Awards go in for these
huge production numbers. Ringo
Starr #and Harry Nilsson then
presented the Best R&B Male
Vocalist Grammy to David
Clayton-Thomas, who accepted
the award for Billy Paul.
.'•
Vladimir Horowitz won the
grammy for the best Classical
Instrumental (no orchestra) for
"Horowitz
Plays
Chopin".
Horowitz wasn't there to accept his
grammy either.
The best performance of the
night was given by Don McLean,
when he sang his ode to van Gogh "Vincent".
After the best of the show was
finished, the disappointment
followed when Dusty Springfield
and Johnny Mathis presented the
Best Album of the Year to Ringo
Starr for the Concert
for
Bangladesh. This live mismash of
Rock All-Stars and horrible
production won over such pieces
like Neil Diamond's Moods, Don
McLean's American Pie and an
album that should have been
nominated, America's initial
album.
After this abortion, Johnny Cash
gave a brief song-talk about the
origin of the%Grammy Awards.
Gilbert O'Sullivan followed by
mis-treating the audience to his
summer hit, "Alone Again".
Art Garfunkel closed this 90
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minute
sometimes-entertainingmost- times- try ing- bit-shooooextravaganza by presenting the
award of the night—The Record of
the Year (if a song missed the Song
of the Year Grammy, they almost
have a second crack at cleaning
up) to Roberta Flack for "The
First Time Ever I Saw Your Face",
(a word of note, this song also won
Song of the Year Grammy for
Ewan McColl, composer who
didn't show). Miss Flack thought
so highly of these awards that she
followed tradition by not bothering
to show.
One more note about this notbeing- on-hand-to-accept-myaward-so-you-do-it-for-me
syndrome, of the eleven awards that
were given, only four of the
rightful owners were at the
Tennessee Theater to carry them
home; and two of these people
come from the Nashville area, so if
either Deep Throat or The Last
Tango in Paris were playing in
their neighborhood, guess where
they'd be. And to tell you the
truth, if The Last Tango in Paris
were playing in my neighborhood,
I probably wouldn't stay home on
a Saturday to watch this show
either.

The blackouts and skits performed in "Video Madness"
mainly attract students and people
who keep up-to-date with the new
modes of entertainment. However,
those seeking to discover a new
form of entertainment may be
disappointed.
Many of the sketches end at
unopportune times; better endings
could have been used for skits such
as the dying king and the royal
goblet (the end joke being that the
goblet is a trick-store leaking
glass) or a sick performance by
The Great Zambini.
Many of the better skits were
gross or disgusting, such as the
time when a guy brought his girl to
a restaurant and suddenly decided
he had to go to the bathroom, or
the time when a man on a subway
train was seated between an old
man who kept falling asleep on his
lap and another man who had a
cold and kept sneezing loudly and
messy without the use of a handkerchief.
However, a few segments were
genuinely humorous without being
what many people would call
"sick." A man is taping a
television announcement to refute
the belief that marijuana makes

one lose his memory, but his
speech is interrupted by numerous
"uhs" and "you know what I
means" as he is unable to complete his rebuttal; he forgot what
he was talking about. The best
sketch was a spoof on the
Olympics with a Howard Coselltype announcer. There are four
men competing for the swimming
medal; three of them are limbering
up while the fourth, from America,
is in the water. The sound alarms
for the men to get ready to dive,
and the American, whose swim
trunks were recently banned by the
Olympic committee, emerged from
the water - sans trunks. "Howard
Cosell", in his interview with the
swimmer, stated that not only did
he disgrace himself and his
country, but he also disgraced his
mother.
"Video Madness," the successor
of Channel One's "GrooveTube,"
is currently playing at Theatre
East (211 East 60th Street) and is
shown via three closed circuit
televisions. "Video Madness" is
not as humorous as it is advertised,
but considering the admission fee
is the same as a movie theatre in
the Times Square area (and
considering the quality of some
movies lately), many people may
decide to see it anyway.

1

Pandora Contest .!!
L F C A R
0 I L A R B
u GQ K I K
V H B' 0 C E
s TA0 HH
K H N. H I D
N 0 F R L V
I u A D E L
K s Z I T M
R E B S Z G
I J D E V U
WV D N Q W
A I E 0 R B
J I N T T L
K T V S I L
T D E G D F
E W R NA A
V A L I T Z
D Q G L R I
X u ML C 0
0 R U 0 E c
L I D RMs
P B I B L 0
C E E H B K
A N J C 0 D

s

MH s G
P C 0 U
N I K N
D B B E
MW S G
N 0 MA
R H J A
E B A A
C 0 C E
KA C R
Y U K I
R C P S
0 R 0 T
T D 0 0
E S T H
Y L S E
R B P C
E L S R
W U I H
G z Y A
B I ME
A E 0 U
0 D S W
MB u A
P U R I

N I WMA S 0 N A C B
R T E S P M E Q 0 B R
ME R H W R MA Y F I
A R V L G I S WL L L
N C I N J P S K X A B
I D I Z F T A H N U G
N A R H R Q M I B F N
L A C E N E E G R 0 S
Y 0 Q S E L G K T R N
A L Y T I S N B U A W
I C S A B (U P E A D U
S 0 I P H R C R N L A
H U X L I S WK I Y D
L MD E S K D 0 S N K
L D L S WN L U S U G
A I A I F I R F E E 0
N W D N T K A S MR I
U L I G 0 D R L S F L
U N N E E P C U N WA
D P I R T Z K D I C R
R S P S A R E MG Q P
0 L C E B E E T G MA
E A T T E A .R S 0 B L
M D L C A D N P L A I
P E E
F S S N I P I

z

T V I
U ML
E L D
H P Z
J F L
MW C
H Y S
P L I
A WH
E 0 E
N A H
Y R S
0 F I
E Y I
YA C
J D E
E C A
T u P
H D R
R A N
0 C 0
T P P
U S T
L N S
L N K

G
U
N
H

I
L
L
R
0

A
D
E
H
L
Q

E
V
S

L
D
I

E
E
T
S

by Jack Katzanek

Concealed in the letters above are the names of
25 contemporary recording artists (groups and individuals).
All have had new, major album releases during the past
year and none are considered bubble-gum'. There names
run up, down, left, right, and all four diagonal directions.
Note- Surnames only are used and articles such as a' and
the' are dropped.

March 13, Tiies.
Withdrawl is not the way out
Come & see for yourself
Tues., March 13; Main Lounge
1-4 Human Sexuality Fair
CALL JACKIE GORDON. IF ANY QUESTIONS

PRIZE; A secret prize will be awarded to the first person
who returns the finished quiz to Pandora's Box
(Room 215, Archer Avenue).
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Kretchmer:
Kofed
Mixed Reviews

Otific Cornea TV

Rights-Vietnam War generation
than the writers accepted by the
literary janitors in the halls of
They always work at the end of an
by Joe Raskin
learning. Ours is the "reel
express bus line. Something has to "A word on Academies; poetry has
generation". The generation in
Former Environmental Protection be done in order to reorder the been attacked by an ignorant &
which the American novel is alive
Agency head ( and current priorities. Lower middle class frightened bunch of bores who
and well. As Thomas Pynchon has
Mayoral hopeful ) Jerome Kret- groups in Corona and William- don't understand how it's made, &
stated, "The novel of bullshit is
chmer appeared at a forum sburg are doing things they would the trouble with these creeps is
dead."
sponsored by the Political Science have considered impossible only a they wouldn't know Poetry if it
came up and buggered them in
We must add that Mr. Kazin is
Club on February 27th and couple of years ago."the author of an exceptional work
received a favorable, if unenKretchmer thought that the law broad daylight."
of American literary scholarship,"
-Allen Ginsberg
thusiastic from those who at- and order candidates like Sanford
"On Native Grounds." He has also
tended, Kretchmer made a short Garelik and Mario Biaggi would
written two autobiographical
speech, and then followed up with not accomplish that much. In this
On February 27, Alfred Kazin, a
works describing his growth and
a long question and answer regard, he used Philadelphia noted critic of American letters,
eventual acceptance into the
session.
mayor Frank Rizzo as an was the first visiting author in a
intellectual establishment. Mr.
Kretchmer spoke on a variety of exampled, stating that his ad- series of lectures on various
Kazin's forte is in his intuitive
issues in the speech, the topics ministration is all talk but no aspects of modern American
grasp of the early American
ranging from the optimism over action. He thought that the whole writing, which is being sponsored
Realists dealing with the period of
the chances that he has in the law enforcement procedure would by the Living Writers Course.
1890-1940. He has investigated the
primaries and last week's New have to be reformed. "In New
The lecture was entitled "The
relationship of man to his society
Democratic Coalition convention, York, it pays to steal," was the way American Novel is Alive and
in his criticism. His erudition and
where he was vying for the support Kretchmer put it. In addition, he Well." Mr. Kazin continuously
prowess seem to be-wanting when
of the reform wing of the stated that under no cir- made references to the viability
he deals with a world that lacks
Democratic party along with cumstances ' would he support and indestructibility of the
tradition and continuity.
Herman Badillo, Al Blumenthal, Garelik's candidacy, should he win American novel. We congratulate
Robert Postel, and Edward Koch. the Democratic nomination.
For further understanding of
Much of Kretchmer's speech was Kretchmer was not sure about
this "sex-crazed, pot-smoking,
an attack upon the Lindsay ad- Biaggi, although he said that he
father's checkreading sons," we
ministration, comparing it to what had abeen impressed by Biaggi.
will suggest, Mr. Kazin, that you
happened within the Sanitation
and
your
fellow-travelling
The questions asked of KretDepartment and theE.P.A. during chmer ranged from what John
academic philistines listen to Bob
his tenure there. He stated that the Lindsay's failings were to whether
Dylan's "Ballad of a Thin Man."
services of the D.S. and the E.P.A. or not he could get along with the
"You've
been
with
the
improved in this time because he likes of Matthew Troy and Nelson
professors
was able to deal both with the men Rockefeller, and what his opinions
And they've all liked your books
of the Sanitation Department, and were of Open Admissions and Free
... You've read all of F. Scott
the head of their union, John Tuition within the City University.
Fitzgerald's books
DeLury. Kretchmer quoted a Kretchmer felt that one of LindYou're very well read it's \:sll
statement by DeLury, in which he say's failings was that he kept
known. {.'
said that Kretchmer was the first people at their jobs too long.
But something 'is happening
X
commissioner that could un- Because of this he was unable to
here
derstarid the problems of the deal with the city's problems. At
And you don't know what it is,
Photo by Regina Vogel
workers. He continually stressed this point, he replied to the
Do you Mr. Jones?"
Noted
critic
Alfred
Kazin
(left)
poses
with
Professor
David
he was able to deal with problems criticism he had received from
Ignatow
at
end
of
Kazin's
lecture
last
week.
over the objections of powerful Lindsay aides, following his
forces, something he felt that declaration of candidacy by stating
Mayor Lindsay was never able to that those who were disloyal to
do.
Lindsay were the ones who did not
do their job well. When asked
According to Kretchmer, one of what were the alternatives he
the more important issues in the offered to this, Kretchmer stated:
campaign was the distribution of "When I run into a stiff, I ask him
wealth within the city. He felt that to leave. It's the quality of a person
there were five groups in the city. that makes an administration
The first group is made up of those function."
who are on welfare, and other
On free tuition, Kretchmer
forms of relief. The second group stated that he fought for free
is made up of the families with tuition ever since he was elected to
incomes between $4,700 and the state assembly, He felt that
$7,000 a year, families who are they were important programs,
existing at below poverty level. The and must be upheld, and that new
third is the primary group in this ways of funding CUNY must be
city, the lower middle class, found. In reference to Governor
families who make between $7,500 Rockefeller's continuing efforts to
and $17,500 a year. Kretchmer felt end the programs, Kretchmer
that the second and third groups stated that he thought that
in the city are those who need the Rockefeller keeps on raising the
most help. "They work hard and issue in order for the Democrats to
they have very little working for win something.
them. There is practically nothing
Jerome Kretchmer is the first of
left after essentials." Kretchmer a series of mayoral hopefuls to
wrote-off the fourth and fifth appear at York. Steve Bernstein,
groups, those who make $17,500 who chaired the meeting, said that
and up. "The first chance they he was hoping to get other canhave, they leave the city, but they didates to appear here in the
always return to make money. forthcoming weeks.
"Making soup can be so much
"It doesn't taste like an ice cream cone.'
fun!"
Mr. Kazin on his faith in the
American publishing system, yet
his lecture did little to enlighten
our understanding of shy and by
whom these novels are being
written. His assumption that the
novel will remain a persistent art
form is due to his inability to
understand Amerikan realities.
We would have preferred an
honest attempt to grapple with this
question: "The Novel" (if it deals
with a society whose stability is
threatened constantly by war,
revolution, poverty, and nuclear
holocaust), can it, will it, survive
our social instability and the
onslaught of alternate forms of
media? Mr. Kazin disregards this
question completely.
Mr. Kazin overlooks the
significance of such writers ' as:
Henry Miller, Kenneth Patchen,
Jack Kerouac, and Ken Kesey,
who have had a greater impact
upon this post-World War II-Civil

by George Lewis and
M ichael LaBombarda

••/

\

Coffeehouse: Pictures
Worth a Thousand Words

'I have 2 jacks - what do you have."

Let's have a moment of silence for the two dead people in the middle.
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GRADUATING SENIORS
Name

S.S. No.
Please fill in this questionnaire regarding senior

Dear Berty: We miss your face Abey: I have an incriminating To Martin Colucci, better known
activities and return to the ballot box in the library by
(and body). Love, Ann and Deb. photo of you, Tony and the Greek. as (MC): I've seen some of your
Wednesday, March 14th.
Send $50 in a plain envelope to... films. They were very good. Keep it
up and you will be in Hollywood
Jimmy The Greek: It was nice Gina.
before you know it.
meeting another Greek at York.
1. Name possibilities for commencement speaker.
Remember me? I'm Cathy's friend Risque: Where have you been?
"Silly Wabbit" - When are you
Alexandra. Hope to see you
around again. P.S. All Greeks Dracula is alive and well and living around? No one sees you!!!
Regina. P.S. - thanks for the birthunite. How many are there at in Room 521.
day card.
York? (I've counted 5).
This looks like a job for SUPER
There are two people in this school
The Bayside reunion in Trailer 2 FLY!!!!!
by the last name of Macy's.
was a complete success. Stay tuned
2. From what field (theatre, politics, etc.) would you
You didn't have to be so nice - I Signed, Smallback Wallbanger.
for another reunion shortly.
prefer the speaker to be associated with.
would have liked you anyhow.
From what field(s) would you prefer he/she not be
Dear Kissina and Jewel: Uncle
Chrys: Your car needs to be in- John B. Sebastian
Jules says hello! So does Eleanor,
spected.
associated with._
Andrew-has anyone ever men- Esther, Susan, Elayne and Toufile.
Happy Birthday to a crazy friend. tioned the word "obnoxious" to Right back. Love, Caton again.
3. Are you in favor of no commencement speaker?
Bill, you know who you are-don't you before? Just Wondering
To Gatten: None for you! You're
you? Ali.
Yes
No
Douglas-never mind the hair!!!! so sweet! - Horny.
Will
that
become
the
new
PanKathy H. and Ronnie B.: It's OK
4.
In addition to caps and gowns, would you like to
in private but not in the cafeteria. dora's Box motto?
Anna C: Beware - the group is
have hoods?
Yes
No
No Preference
L.S. and B.S.
getting started again! Guess who!!
S. Bernstein-hi-ho Stevoreno. Is it
5. Should each student be named as he/she receives
Steve: We have worked it out. C.C. true that you are launching an To Jealous Blonde: Hurry up and
diploma on stage or should graduates remain seated.
investigation into Allan Katz's dye your hair or else we'll call you
Attention Eastover Ski Bums: morals? And thanks for having Jealous Brunette! Signed, Enemy!
Named and on stage
Remain seated
Remember the great times when Kretchmer here. Now, if you could
we were all "smokin' " (or was it only get Jerry Rosenberg to come. Can you hear me, Eh? The music
6. Should student speaker be the one with the highest
schussin') down the old slopes? Gabe Pressman
is too, too loud. - the noise
index or elected?
Ah, many a sitzmark did we leave
ecologists.
behind! Thanks for being my Allan-don't let all of this get you
friends and being concerned when down. Remember, it's always the Bob: You know Superfly is white
I needed you. Love, "The soldiers in the front ranks who get and I know, but how do we tell the
Snowbunny".
shot first. It wasn't your fault that rest of the people in this school?
you stumbled on a minefield.
Don Guido: The consigliore and
Needed: 10,000 cartons of Patton
crew wait for your arrival in the
cigarettes for Anthro 101G
teacher. PS - watch out for low To the Senatorial candidate who York caf.
has plastered the Monkey Ward
flying objects.
with posters and paper buttions - To Hot Lips, I love you. Signed,
Mary D: Who's your secret ad- that sort of stuff went out in high Blonde hair, blue eyes.
school many moons ago, fella. And
mirer? Am I? Quess?.
let's try not to use " 4 " instead of Belly Boy Mike: I think you cut
your shirts too short. Better
Dear Kissina and Jewel: Hey - "for", huh?
change your shirt size! Signed,
where's my blind date? See you at
either D,S,I or G. Find out where Crazy Tony - is it true that large MD.
machetes give mono to their
it is next week. Love, Caton.
handlers?
To Jack (M.P.): Dipshit - be nice!
Signed, A.F.B. (Guess Who?)
Harvey Pack in back of the track is
The Raven - thank you for the ride
back starting March 1.
to 77th Avenue, but they didn't Nicky: Hmmm? From the two of
Be Wise - Become a Potato Chip. have what I wanted.
us (D&A).
Love, Delly of Ghetto Square.
Dear Worm - We're Finally legal. L.K.: You were right! I was wrong
Are the rumors about a full manner. Hence, a Sex Fair.
but you'd expect that from those participation orgy at York true?
Can V.D. go undetected and
Some boys work in Gimbels/Some Snu
kind of people. Call me if you No, but perhaps one of the most cause death? Can a female virgin
boys work in Kleins/But the one
unique events at York this get pregnant? Is there a viable
who works in Macy's/Is Shelley Dear Danunz: Thanx. Cuddles don't understand. JB.
semester will take place this alternative to abortions? These are
G......g's find! To Steve S.
wherever you are: Will ya give the Abe S. - Please stop putting Bang! Bang! You're pregnant..- Tuesday at one o'clock in the Main some questions many students
banana peels in our suggestion The Greek.
Building Lounge. The Lounge will might be confused about which
kid a break!
box. S. Carcus
be fitted out for York's first "Sex will be addressed at the Fair. It is
Dear Karen S: I don't care what Information Fair" which will offer doubtful whether the answers will
Lay it out the Davey!!! Tee Hee
Harriet - sorry the pussy ate your your boyfriend will do. It's still on, a new approach to information be useless.
HeeH
canary. Red Mufti
even if you were drunk and didn't dispersal consisting of a comThe Fair will begin with
bination of speakers, topic booths, speakers well versed on their
know any" better. Slight.
Flash!!!! - New rule for the family:
films and slides, all offering facts topics. First (1:00-1:30) Ms.
1st one to get 200 gets screwed. Dear Association - Thanks for the
screw. A nice Jewish boy
I ask you! Who in their right mind- about various sex-related subjects Helaine Hammelstein
from
Signed, ???!!!—...
would rather go to Queens than and problems.
Planned Parenthood
World
York?
There's a Nudist Camp on the 4th I LOVE YOU—TO REC
The conception of a sex fair Population will speak on "Birth
Sexual
floor.
originated when it was realized Control and Your
Joe Visconti - you're a big Speaker is now a Ladies Man.
that most students, and the Responsibilities." Next, two
Fran: You don't know what you're MACHAR. Yiddishe Maidel
general public for that matter, speakers will offer contrasting
Johnny Winter is alive and well. believe that they know enough views on abortion:' Richard Ryan
missing!
—
Allan Katz - What does it feel like RRHC
about sex-related subject matter from Birthright will discuss
Cathy: Plenty of time, plenty of to have everybody in the carcus
for their own purposes and that "Alternatives to Abortion" (2:00fun, keep on living!
after your ass. We have the votes. Did Sam split again? G. Persian. more information would be 2:30), followed by Ms. Meryl
useless. Thus a way was sought to Hoffman from Flushing Women's
Joey B: Were you sick this week? It's safe to dream because you Kimbo come home.
stimulate an easy information flow Hospital on "Abortions: Your
always wake up. Marlene.
You didn't write anything!
in a pleasant and interesting Right to Choose" (2:30-3:00).
When all the speakers have'
finished they will each go to one of
the booths to answer questions,
and follow up in detail on the
points you would like to know
more about. No, the booths will
not feature "peep" shows, but
they will offer experienced personnel to field more questions and
engage in discussions with
students. The booths will also offer
booklets and pamphlets on their
respective subjects, which will be
Pre-.Natal care, Abortion and.
Birth Control, V.D., and also a
referral services booth. The latter
will have a directory of local
agencies and services available to
students.
The Sex Information Fair is
sponsored by Y.E.S., a subcommittee of the Student
Development Organization., and it
is for the entire student body.

JEWISH STUDENTS WORKSHOP
All Inuiifd To Attend
Thursday, March 8
Room I04M

A Vorhit Orgy?

The Department of Performing/
Fine Arts Presents:

The Department of Performing/
Fine Arts Presents:

JAZZ WORKSHOP PERFORMANCE

EUBIE BLAKE - IN CONCERT

Tuesday, March 13

Tuesday March 20

Room404H

Room404H

1:00

1:00

Free!

Free!
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Low Grades? - Help Is Near
well as be helped by faculty volved in the program. Such a
student would not be taking into
counselors.
The reasons for bad marks account the outside influence
The Division of Student
Development is offering an op- among many students may vary (such as the ones mentioned in the
portunity for students who are more than would be expected. previous paragraph) which might
dissatisfied with low, or mediocre Some might be in the wrong be interfering. This type of
grades that they may be getting, to program, or incompatible with student, is often the hardest type
raise them during future terms their choice of major. Some might to reach for the counseling
through counseling. This is being have weak motivation, or little department.
This project is designed
presented through an organized, desire to remain in college or
concentrated effort by M r s . graduate. Others might have primarily for two types of students.
Thelma Metz (Coordinator of trouble studying for some reason, One would be the student with
Academic Advisement), Dr. David or might be struggling with an very poor grades who is on
Brandt, and Mr. David Lipschutz inability to concentrate. Many probation and in danger of
(both of the Division of Student students might be having personal flunking out or who is in danger of
problems which interfere with having to go on probation. The^
Development).
Students with grades that are their work. Dr. Brandt, Mrs. Metz, other type is the student who has
poor, or that fall below their own and Mr. Lipschutz wish to con- been getting mediocre to poor
personal standards are invited to sider all of these, as well as any grades and wants to go on to
contact Dr. Brandt, at the Division other problem which might be graduate or law school. The
of Student Development on the directly, or indirectly responsible program is also open to any
third floor of the main building in for a student receiving poor marks. students just interested in raising
room 321. The phone number is This new program that they are their indexSimilar attempts to help
969-4076. The hope of these setting up is designed to take
members of the counseling individual problems into con- students have been made before.
Starting a year and a half ago,
department is to get a large group sideration.
of students together and ultimately
In many cases the problem may letters were sent out to students on
to break it down into smaller be that a student who has always probation or students who had
groups of students with similar done well in school up to nowbeen on probation during the
problems. The students can then would not think of him or herself previous term. The efforts were not
help each other in certain cases, as as a student needing to get in- very successful however, because
the response was poor. Certain
improvements have been made in
this endeavour. The counseling is
on a much less formal, more
person-to-person basis. Students
with similar problems can
Thurs. March 9-Student Lounge 9-5
sometimes help each other or
study
together.
Individual
problems are being taken under
consideration more and more.
If you are planning to go to Israel
This effort is more organized and
more deliberate than previous
this is the place to get your info.
ones. The support, cooperation,
and response, of a{f students in
An expert will be there from Israel.
need of this type of counseling is
needed to make this program a
success.
, by Andrew Gobioff

PRE-ENGINEERING STUDENTS
All pre-engineering students who expect to transfer to City College in
September 1973 must:
1. Arrange with the Registrar's office to have their transcripts forwarded
to the City College Admissions Office.
2. Fill out and submit an application form from March 15. These forms
are obtainable only from:
Admissions Office

Office of the Registrar
City College of New York
138th St. & Convent Ave.
i
New York, New York 10031
For students interested in possible transfer to other engineering schools,
see me in Room 18 or 10 any Wednesday afternoon.
PURIM PARTY
Tues. March 13-Purim Party Rm. 103m. Food will be served. All
welcome.
^
S E R y l C E
We have reviewed our bus shuttle service and find that economies are
possible by making some changes in schedules and runs.
Specifically, these changes are the substitution of a single 10:10 P.M.
run for the 10:00 and 10:30 P.M. runs. The last run to the parking lot
will, therefore, be at 10:10 P.M.
We are utilizing savings resulting from this change to provide on an
experimental basis, service from the parking lot to the Main Building at
8:45 A.M. beginning Thursday, March 1, 3973. '
This bus must leave the parking lot promptly at 8:45 A.M. to insure
arrival at the Main Building before the start of the work day at 9:00
A.M.
DANCE THEATER
Experimental Dance Theater meets Club Hours at the Dance StudioHillside Center.
BUDGET CUTS
The Political Science Association is looking for hard working individuals to fight the proposed budget cuts. Protect City University.
Preserve Free- Tuitions, Full Course loads, Seek Programs, Open
Enrollment. Fight ALL Budget Cut proposals. Come to our meeting and
help plan a course of action.
P.R.O. Meetings
Fellow Puerto Ricans stand upland unite. Come to the P.R.O. meetings,
every Tuesday from 12-2pm. Contribute your ideas and opinions for
dealing with YOUR IDENTITY.

D.A.Y. Group

Vwdm

(Drugs & Alcohol at York)
Turned on or off by drugs and/or alcohol?
v ,.

Come join us!

Date: Thursday,
March 15

ISRAEL INFORMATION DESK

Time: 2:00
Room:013M

Stoft Meeting
fa%cft (3 Koiw

SPC presents

"Daddy's Gone A-Hiuiting"
Wednesday, March 14

Utkui Cejtfet-

2-4 P.M. Room 404H

Rnt.215

Wkd'b Happwiiuj
8

Don McLean

Carnegie Hall

9-11

Lily Tomlin

Westbury

9

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band

Town Hall

16

Mahavishnu Orchestra

Felt Forum

16-17

Cheech & Chong
Steely Dan

Westbury

17

Pink Floyd

Radio City

'17

Edgar Winter Group

Capitol Theatre

18

James Gang

Carnegie Hall

23

New Riders of the
Purple Sage

Capitol Theatre

24

Savoy Brown
Spooky Tooth

Westbury

25

Paul Williams

Alice Tully Hall

30

Fleetwood Mac
Elf

Academy of Music

30

George Carlin
Kenny Rankin

Westbury

31

Quicksilver
Canned Heat

Academy of Music

FREE!

For science-oriented
college students:
a career in a health
profession

Pharmaceutics. In which most phar• macists (men and women) earn over
$13,000 in their early twenties.

Apply now for
Spring, Summer
or Fall entrance.

Pharmacists don't start at the bottom.
They're essential to the community and
hospital pharmacy fields. They choose
from executive positions in the research,
manufacturing, management and marketing phases of the pharmaceutical,
drug and cosmetic industries...and are
needed in federal, state and city hearth
agencies. Pharmacists help people live
longer, healthier lives.

Phone or mail coupon
for Bulletin C

TRANSFER CREDIT: Science and
liberal arts courses, satisfactorily
completed, are fully transferable.

Brooklyn
College of

If you want to start at the bottom
. . . start somewhere else.

PHARMACY^"
of LONG ISLAND UNIVERSITY

600 Lafayette Ave., B'klyn, N Y / 1 1 2 1 6 • (212) MA 2-4040
I don't want to start at the bottom.
Please send me your information bulletin.
I now attend (college, year, major)
Name_
Address.
City

-State.

_Zip_

f
I
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Nomads Lose In Round 1
of Tourny; Lehman
Cops 34-26
byMoeMcDuff
March 2—Alas, poor Yorkies: I
knew them well. Although their
.333 season is nothing to write
home about, they finished in style,
playing a humdinger of a game
with Lehman College in the first
round of the C.U. NY. tournament.
The Nomads lost, but the caliber
of the game is indicated by the
final score of 34-26. 34-26!!!
Coach Stu Bailin had scouted
the Lehman squad about a week
before during their game with
Stoney Brook, and game up with
three-two zone that wasn't
deviated from until the last minute
or so of the game. This strategy
limited Lehman to only 34 points.
The only trouble was that Lehman
came up with the same plan, and
they only gave the Nomads 26.
Guess whose defense was the more
successful.
All through the season Bailin
has sat on the bench and screamed
at the players to "keep the ball off
the ground." They did; when Lehman would go into their defense,
the Nomads would pass the ball
around for what seemed like an
eternity, and the idea was to get
Lehman to come out and try to
grab the ball. It didn't work all
that well, but then again it didn't
work (except in the last minute of
the game) when Lehman tried to
pull it on York, either.
The score at the end of the first
half was only 15-12, and for York,
guard Bruce Freiman had six of
those twelve. It's something of a
tribute to the Lehman defense to
note that all of these shots were
made from outside. The Lehman
offense was more balanced, if you
can call 15 points in 20 minutes
balanced. The man who had
destroyed York in the last confrontation (on January 31), Don

Kornbluth, was successfully
diffused by the York zone. Unfortunately, Nick McNickle and
Stan Brown took care of Lehman
by hitting from the outside;
McNickle and Brown each had 8
points. In a regular game, they
would have been hooted out of the
gym, but tonight, they were the big
guns in the Lehman attack.
BAilin stuck to his set lineup of
Karis, Mardis, Freiman, Gonera,
and Georgoulis, with Jimmy Nixon
as a substitute. It was a source of
wonderment around the press
table that Bailin stayed with these
six players, instead of throwing in
Larry Poole, or another player who
had the ability to break open a
game. Lehman started off the
second half by employing a
playground tactic: yelling. While
it didn't last for very long, and
wasn't very effective, it did lend
credence to what the C.C.N.Y.
newspaper called "the Lehman use
of things other than talent to win
games."
It was sad to see and talk to the
NOMADS AFTER SUCH A
HEART BREAKING
LOSS.
Most of them stayed in the locker
room, even after Bailin had come
out to be consoled by friends and
relatives. Luckily for them (and for
the college), almost all of them will
be back next year to try again.
Chris Georgoulis (The Smiling
Rhino) is the only senior in the
bunch, so the likes of Louie Karis,
Bruce Freiman, Larry Poole and
the other starters will give next
year's club experience, and guys
like Norris Bertrand
and
MacArthur Pope will be there to
step in when the situation dictates.
After the game, Freiman stated
that "next year it'll be all the
way." Just hope that the man's
clairvoyant.

Photo by James Theodorou

Here they are, fans—the 1972-73 Nomads. Standing from left to right—Team Manaeer Henry Van
Engel, forward MacArthur Pope, forward Lou Karis, forward Alton Gibson, forward Ed Gonera,
forward James Nixon, forward Norris Bertrand, coach Stu Bailin. Seated from left to right— guard
Larry Poole, guard Bruce Freiman, forward Charles Mardis, guard Franchot Solorzano, forward Chris
Georgoulis, team manager Marc Bressalier. The team's record this, year Was 6-12, and they were
eliminated in the first round of the CU.N.Y. Tournament by Lehman.

VI, East Prophesized
by Jim Ryan
In
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

the National League East:
Chicago
New York
Pittsburgh
Montreal
St. Louis
Philadelphia
Chicago looks like the strongest
all around squad in the division,
and the only possible question
mark is the catching department.
Aside from that, the Cubs appear
as strong as they were in 1969. Cub

pitching will be some of the best in
the league with the likes of
Jenkins, Pappas, Hooton and
Reuschel returning again. As
usual, Ron Santo will be at third,
Glen Beckert at second and Don
Kessinger at Shortstop. Put Billy
Williams in left field and you'll see
why they're picked to take it.
New York has all of the talent to
take it to the top but does not, at
this point, have the cohesion. The
pitching staff hasn't looked this
bad in six years. The disposal of

ej &e Gome: Wo&md
by Ray Harley
The Old Ball Game
Baseball in Folklore
and Fiction
by Tristram P. Coffin
Herder & Herder $6.50
This book is a great deal like the
other iconoclastic volumes that
have appeared in the last few
years, but this one has a big
difference. Coffin is no ex-jock
(like Jim Bouton) or would-be
writer (like Leonard Shecter), but a
professor of English at the
University of Pennsylvania who
fools around with folklore. He has
picked a great sport if folklore was
what he was looking for. Any sport
that put it's Hall of Fame in a town
on the basis of the testimony of one
72-year old man, is full of it.
Folklore, that is.

old kid to your Aunt Agatha uses.
Things like "out of my league," "a
grandstand play," "to be out in
left field," and the most well
known of all, "I never even got to
first base with her." After showing
how deeply baseball and America
are intertwined, he gets down to
some good, old fashioned muckraking. One chapter's contents can
be foretold by the title: "Ruth,
Ruthless, and the Man Who
Played God." The title refers to
the Babe, Ty Cobb, and Judge
Landis (the first Commissioner).
Out of the three, Cobb comes out
the best, and if you disagree, read
the book. He'll soon change your
mind.

Coffin goes on, discussing the
rules, traditions, etc., but he's at
his best when talking about the
personalities of The Great Game.
Rickey, Veeck, Dean, Paige, and
even Frank Merriwell are both
praised and panned (that chapter
In "The Old Ball Game," Coffin on Frank and friends is superb),
looks at baseball, not just for itself, but at the end of the book, you
but for what it means to the really get the feeling that you've
everyday walking around slob. He learned something. Maybe he
talks about the various expressions should switch from English to
that everybody, from the two year baseball.

From Behind The Plate
by Johnny Bench
photographed by
George Kalinsky
Prentice-Hall $7.95
The-first thing that you notice is
that Johnny Bench must be the
supreme egotist. With a couple of
exceptions, all of this book is
devoted to pictures of Bench and
pictures of people with Johnny
Bench. But, the pictures are good,
and Bench is Bench, and what
more could one ask? If nothing
else, this book answers the vital
question, "what do a guy like the
author do when he ain't making
All That Beautiful Money." Well,
now we know.
The book shows that Bench is
just an ordinary cat who makes an
awful lot of cabbage playing a
kid's game. The photos show
Bench in the park, on the golf
course, in the locker room, at
home, in his home town, etc. If this
photo album belonged to anybody
else, you would be bored to tears,
but once again. Bench is Bench,
and it's damn interesting. Some of
the photos are quite rare; I

imagine that no picture of Ted
Kluzewski's bare back appears in
any other book. Some of the
photos are of the ordinary nature,
like Bench with girlfriend, but in
the immortal words of You-KnowWho, holy cow! If they all look like
that, I'm moving to Cincy
tomorrow.
If Johnny Bench is your idea of a
heart throb, this is the book for
you. If Johnny Bench is your idea
of the best catcher in the game,
this is also the book for you. If you
like looking at photo albums, this
is the book for you. If you are none
of the above, that's no reason to
stay away. It'll look great on the
coffee table.

Tommie Agee will help the Mets,
as they can help their cause more
by placing some youth in center
field. Willie would make a very
helpful batting coach, and he
might even have more control over
the team than Berra. In general,
they are just not a first place club.
Pittsburgh looks to overcome
the loss of Roberto Clemente) the
Bucs were hurt psychologically
with his death. They will have a
slow start and finish strong.
Everything depends on the
reconstruction of the Pirate
outfield.
Montreal will be much improved, but the players will
generally be the same people.
Gene Mauch plans on improving
the strategic play theories practiced on the field. The greatest
threats will come from Ken
Singleton, Mike Jorgenson and
Tim Foli. Mauch is looking for less
injuries at second base.
St. Louis should start to come
together at about the midway
point in the season, when their ^
pitching staff starts to jell. Speed'
ill return, as the Cardinals are
building on youth and their
repatriated veterans. They could
become the surprise of 1973.
Philadelphia should wait 'til
next season. Through nonbeneficial trading in the past, they
have succeeded in depleting their
lineup.
.

Join the York Soccer Club! If you're interested in kicking the ball
around for fun and profit, just call up Mr. William Eng at the Hillside
Jewish Center, extention 4059. Yes friends, you could be the next Pele.
Gang, once again the Jock Shop urges you to join it's somewhat less
than illustrious ranks. What we-all need are people who are willing to go
and talk to people, go to games, and write reasonably cogent copy. Now,
that's not asking too much, is it? Prove to us here at the Shop that you're
all not the dunderheads we know you are.
,.

